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SUMMARY 
This dissertation examines the problem of lateral-torsional buckling under 
pure bending moments of simply supported, prismatic box beams with doubly sym-
metrical thin-walled rectangular cross-sections. This problem is considered both 
in the elastic range and in the inelastic range. In the elastic range, two solutions 
are obtained. The first elastic solution neglects the effect of deflections in the 
plane of the primary bending moment on the curvature of the beam. The second 
elastic solution, however, takes this effect into consideration. An approximate 
method is used to obtain the elastic solutions. In this method, one establishes 
the differential equation for non-uniform torsion of a box section based on the ordi-
nary simple bending theory. The elastic solutions have been shown to be quite 
straight-forward. The formulae obtained can be easily applied in practical engi-
neering works. In the inelastic range, an approximate lower bound solution is 
obtained based on the argument that, with proper modifications of the coefficients, 
the formulae for the elastic solution can be applicable in the inelastic range. These 
modified coefficients are computed on the basis that, at buckling, no previously 
yielded fibers will unload elastically, and that additional deformation is resisted 
by the unyielded elastic core of the cross-section. Due to the complications created 
by a partially yielded condition, no simple, explicit equation is given in the inelastic 
range. The method of solution is a numerical one. Two major conclusions were 
obtained in this paper: 
xiii 
i) It is quite unlikely for ordinary box beams with dimensions and laterally 
unsupported span length conceivable in engineering practices to fail in the 
mode of lateral-torsional buckling. 
ii) Except for box beams with very small I v / I x ratios, the stability of box beams 
against lateral-torsional buckling does not diminish rapidly in the inelastic 
range. In many instances a box beam can become more stable against lateral-
torsional buckling after the flanges of the box beam have been fully yielded. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Some Practical Considerations of Box Beams 
The problem considered in this dissertation is that of lateral-torsional 
buckling under pure bending moments of simply supported, prismatic box beams 
with doubly symmetrical thin-walled rectangular cross-sections. The buckling 
problem will be studied both in the elast ic range and the inelastic range. It i s 
believed that finding solutions to this problem may be very helpful in the practical 
application of box beams. One is familiar with the fact that a deep and narrow 
rectangular beam or wide-flange beam will buckle lateral torsionally under the 
action of pure bending moments acting about the primary principal axis of bending. 
Lateral bracing is often required to provide additional lateral rigidity in order 
that the beam can carry the primary bending moments. The cost of fabricating 
and installing lateral bracing is often a sizable proportion of the cost of a structure 
with respect to the weight of material and the cost of manufacturing and labor. In 
practice, laterally unsupported main structural members are sometimes desirable 
either when space required to put up the lateral support system is not available or 
when one tries to reduce the cost of manufacturing and erecting the lateral bracing 
systems. When the latter is the case, a box beam, due to its higher resistance 
against lateral-torsional buckling, may be more efficient and more economical than 
a wide-flange beam having approximately the same primary bending capacity. 
2 
An interesting comparison of a box beam and a wide-flange beam is made 
* 
here using the result of tests on box beams carried out by Moran [1] at Georgia 
Institute of Technology and the result of tests on wide-flange beams carried out by 
Lee and Galambos [7 ] . In the tests carried out-by Moran, four laterally unsup-
ported box beams of the same cross-section as shown in Figure la were tested 
for different span lengths under pure bending moments. It was found that in all 
four tests, in which the maximum unsupported span was 15 feet 7§inches, the 
plastic moment of the section was attained and the beams sustained the plastic 
** 
moment through large plastic rotations. Local buckling was then observed in 
each of the four tests. In the experiments conducted by Lee and Galambos, five 
wide-flange beams (W10 x 25) were tested with different lengths between lateral 
supports. The purposes of their experiments were to determine the maximum 
permissible unsupported span lengths for wide-flange beams subjected to constant 
plastic moment and to study the post-buckling strength of wide-flange beams. It 
was found that the lateral stability of wide-flange beams is closely related to the 
ratio of unsupported span length (L c r) divided by the radius of gyration about the 
secondary bending axis (ry). Test result showed that for beams with Lcr/ry < 45, 
failure was caused by local buckling of the compression flange and that these beams 
showed considerable post buckling strength, and in each case a plastic hinge of large 
rotation capacity was formed. It was also found that wide-flange beams with L ^ A y 
* 
Number in brackets refers to corresponding reference listed in the Bibliography 
section on Page 165. 
** 
Of all the tests performed by Moran, the minimum ratio of rotation at failure to 
rotation at first yield {6 J 4 ) is equal to 4. 0. 
3 
ratio larger than 45 failed by lateral-tor sional buckling. 
The wide-flange beam section shown in Figure lb has approximately the 
same weight and plastic moment capacity as the box beam section shown in Figure 
la . If the wide-flange beam were required to support the plastic moment through 
large plastic rotations under the pure bending condition, the minimum spacing of 
lateral support can be computed by the test result obtained by Lee and Galambos. 
For the wide-flange beam shown in Figure lb, rv = 0. 845 inch. Thus L c r =(45) 
(0. 845) = 3 feet 2 inches. The comparison between the box beam and the wide-
flange beam in Figure 1 is summarized in Table 1. It can be seen that for a span 
length of 15 feet l\inches the box beam can sustain the plastic moment with no 
lateral support necessary. On the other hand, lateral support is required at 3 feet 
2 inches intervals if the wide^flange beam was to support the plastic moment. With 
this practical application in mind, it is thus worthwhile to carry out an investigation 
on the lateral-tor sional buckling characteristics of box beams. 
2. A Brief Historical Sketch.of the Problem of Lateral-Tor sional 
Buckling of Beams and the Analysis of Box Beams 
Two possibilities arise when a beam buckles lateral-torsionally under the 
action of pure bending moments. In the first case, the stresses at every point of 
the beam are still within the elastic limit of the material. In the second case, part 
of the cross-section has been stressed above the elastic limit into the plastic range. 
The problems of elastic and inelastic lateral-tor sional buckling of solid 

























Figure 1. Configuration of the Box Beam Used in the Tes ts Carr ied 
Out by Moran [1] and a Wide-Flange Beam With 
Comparable Plast ic Moment Capacity. 
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Table 1. Comparison Between the Box Beam and the Wide-Flange Beam 








Maximum Unsupported Span Length 
Permitting Large Plastic Rotations 
From Tests 
by Moran 
From Tests by 
Lee and Galambos 
Wide-
flange 
Beam 2.088 214.0 - «ftrtin 3 2 
Box 
Beam 2.390 207.0 15 V -
thoroughly studied by many investigators. Timoshenko [4] presented detailed 
solutions of elastic critical pure bending moments for both rectangular beams and 
wide-flange beams. Neal [5] derived an additional equation for elastic lateral -
torsional buckling of rectangular beams taking into account the effect on the buck-
ling characteristics of the curvature of the beam in the plane of the primary bend-
ing moment. He also derived a solution for the critical pure bending moment of 
a rectangular beam when the cross-section has partially yielded. His inelastic 
solution is valid for mild steel which has a pronounced upper yield s t ress . 
Wittrick [6] generalized Neal's inelastic solution for rectangular beams to include 
materials having a general type of stress-strain diagram. 
6 
Much theoretical and experimental work on the problems of inelastic 
lateral-torsional buckling of wide-flange beams has been done at Lehigh University 
during the last two decades or so. Their results and recommendations are sum-
marized and adapted in the Commentary on Plastic Design in Steel [3], and in the 
AISC Specifications [2], In the tests of wide-flange beams carried out by Lee and 
Galambos [7], it was found that under the pure bending condition, wide-flange beams 
with L c r / r v < 45 failed by local buckling of the compression flange. It was also 
found that for wide-flange beams with L / r >45, failure was caused by lateral-
torsional buckling. Galambos [8] discussed the effect of residual stresses and 
obtained an inelastic solution for wide-flange beams under pure bending, assuming 
a known pattern of residual stresses throughout the cross-section. Lay and 
Galambos [9,10] pointed out that the inelastic lateral-torsional buckling and ine-
lastic local buckling of steel beams are functions of the strain-hardening modulus 
(Est) of the material. The lower the strain hardening stiffness, the lower is the 
resistance of the member against either lateral-torsional buckling or local buckling 
in the inelastic range. Strain-hardening is a property of increase in stress follow-
ing the yielding stage. The importance of this property in the theories of plastic 
steel design was discussed by Hrennikoff [11]. He argued that the yielding property, 
although necessary, is not sufficient for the applicability of plastic steel design 
theories. The material must possess strain-hardening characteristics. Lay and 
Smith [12] used numerical examples to show that if a material does not possess 
strain-hardening characteristics, it is not possible for the members to form a 
mechanism. Hrennikoff [13] later ran an actual test to prove this argument. 
7 
There were also many other valuable papers. The above discission was 
meant only to summarize studies made on the most important areas concerning 
the problem of lateral-torsional buckling of rectangular and wide-flange beams. 
Although the solutions for rectangular and wide-flange beams can not be directly 
applied to box beams, they nevertheless provide good references and valuable 
information. Not much theoretical work has been done on the problem of lateral 
torsional buckling of box beams. Most of the earlier studies of box beams were 
associated with the investigations of the stress distribution and deformations in 
an airplane wing. Reissner [14] has shown that the state of stress in a box beam 
under bending is necessarily different from that given by elementary beam theory. 
Consider the cantilevered box beam as shown in Figure 2a. The box beam is 
loaded in some manner on the upper flange. The downward loads are transmitted 
by the upper flange to the web plates at the sides (Figure 2b). The forces acting 
on the web plates are in equilibrium with vertical shear forces in these members. 
If the thickness of the web is small, the vertical shear stress can be considered 
as uniformly distributed across the thickness of the web. Due to the law of distri-
bution of shear stresses, horizontal shear stresses are also acting on cross-
sections of the web parallel to the Z-axis. Thus at the edges of the flange plates 
horizontal shear stresses are distributed as shown in Figure 2c. In the elementary 
theory, the state of stress in the flanges is given by a simple law such that the 
normal stresses will be constant across the flange plate, and shear stresses will 
vary linearly (Figure 2d). In reality, the state of stress in the flanges is not given 
by a simple law. The edge shear forces cause a strain in the plate which decreases 
(&) 
73/> flanks. 
Figure 2. Stress Distribution in A Box Beam 
(due to Reissner [14]). 
Distribution of shear Distribution of normal 
stresses a according stresses c according to 
to elementary theory elementary theory 
GO 
ce; 
Figure 2 (Continued). Stress Distribution in A Box Beam 
(due to Reissner [14] ). 
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from the edges toward the middle of the plate. Consequently the normal stresses 
decrease toward the middle of the plate (Figure 2e). And for reasons of equili-
brium, there exist transverse normal stresses <y of the same order of magnitude 
as the longitudinal normal stresses a . 
z 
Many investigators have made significant contributions in evaluating these 
stresses. Reissner [14,15,16,17] solved the problem using both the theorem of 
least work which is the basic minimum principle for the stresses, and the theorem 
of minimum potential energy which is the basic minimum principle for the strain. 
However, his methods led to approximate results. Hildebrand [18] obtained exact 
solutions with a rigorous mathematical procedure. Many other contributions can be 
found in the literature concerning the stress distributions in airplane wing structures. 
In studying the lateral-torsional characteristics of a box beam, an under-
standing of the behavior of a box section under torsion is of great importance. The 
assumption that plane cross-sections remain plane, which is a basis for the bend-
ing theory, is not valid for the case of torsion of a box section because warping of 
the cross section may occur under the action of the torsional moment. There are 
two cases of torsion of a bar, namely the uniform torsion and the non-uniform tor-
sion conditions. It is well-known that the problem of uniform torsion of a prisma-
tic bar leads to a simple solution. This solution, commonly known as the Saint 
Venant solution [19] for an open section and as the Bredt-Batho solution [20] for a 
hollow cylindrical section, gives a system of strains and stresses uniform along 
the longitudinal axis of the bar. Axial stresses vanish throughout the bar and 
shearing stresses due to uniform torsion produce warping of the cross-section 
11 
which is constant along the longitudinal axis of the bar. In the case of non-uniform 
torsion, that is, when warping is prevented or limited in some manner or when the 
torque is not uniform along the length of the bar, the strains and stresses will vary 
from section to section, and there will be axial stresses in addition to shearing 
stresses. Warping will also vary along the longitudinal axis of the bar. 
The nature of the warping displacements of a box beam under torsion can 
be visualized with Shanley's simplified model [21] as shown in Figure 3. The box 
in Figure 3a was constructed so that the two end sections were originally plane. 
Figure 3b shows the unfolded view of the plates from which the box is made. Note 
that the ends of the plates form straight lines before loading is applied. When a 
torsional moment M is applied at the end, each of the four plates constituting the 
z 
box will have shear deformation. Assuming that the stress distribution is such 
that the amount of shear deformation is the same for each plate, then the edges of 
the unfolded box will remain as straight lines (Figure 3c). When these distorted 
plates are put back into a closed box the ends of the box beam will remain plane, 
provided the cross-section is not constrained. But if the cross-section is forced 
to remain rectangular, each plate must then rotate in its own plane. This will 
cause warping of the cross-section. 
Another case of warping occurs when the shear strain distribution is not 
uniform over the four plates. Figure 3d is an example in which the wider plates 
AD and BC have a larger angle of rotation. If the right end of the box is forced to 
remain plane, the continuity of the plates will be violated. There will be gaps and 
overlaps as shown in Figure 3d. In order to regain the original continuity, each 
12 













Figure 3 (Continued). Shanley's Simplified Model [21] of 
A Box Beam Under Torsion. 
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plate must rotate. Plate AB must increase its angle of rotation and plate BC 
must decrease its angle of rotation, and so on. The final compatible configuration 
is shown in Figure 3e. The edges of the unfolded box are no longer straight lines. 
If these plates are put back into a box, the ends will not be plane surfaces. If the 
right end is forced to remain plane^ axial stresses as shown in Figure 3f are pro-
duced. Some regions are under tensile stresses and some regions are under com-
pressive stresses. Figure 3g shows the stress distribution when both ends are 
forced to remain plane. If the box beam is .acted on by the torsional moment alone, 
the resultant of the axial stresses must be zero. However, as shown in Figure 3g, 
these stresses produce bending of each plate in its own plane. Thus part of the 
torsional moment is resisted by bending of the plates that form the box. 
Williams [20] made thorough studies of the problem of non-uniform torsion 
of a rectangular box beam. His approach in obtaining a rigorous mathematical 
solution was first to solve for the warping displacements of a thin-walled rectangu-
lar box beam under uniform torsion using the "semi-inverse" method due to St. 
Venant, and then to solve for the stress distribution under non-uniform torsion by 
introducing proper stress functions to satisfy the differential equations of the prob-
lem and the corresponding boundary conditions. He later [22] obtained approximate 
solutions based on the simple bending theory. It was found that this approximate 
solution was more easily applicable in design and with negligible sacrifice of accu-
racy when compared to the rigorous method. This approximate method was further 
discussed by Payne [23] and McGuire [24]. It can be seen later that this approxi-
mate method becomes very useful in the development of this dissertation. 
15 
In a somewhat different manner, another approximate solution can be 
obtained if the variation of twist along the longitudinal axis of the bar is small. 
Then as a zero order approximation, the warping of the section can be calculated 
from the Saint-Venant theory corresponding to the local value of twist at any par-
ticular section. The axial rate of change of the warping so calculated gives an 
induced axial s t ress . This induced axial stress will then serve as the starting 
point of a first order approximation of the shear stresses due to variable warping— 
a correction to the Saint-Venant solution. In mathematical language, this method 
is an iteration process. Timoshenko, Gobdier [19] and others used this method 
to solve the stability problems of an open section under torsion and bending, and 
under torsion and axial compression. Von Karman and Christensen [25] used this 
method to analyze open, closed, and multicell sections under non-uniform torsion. 
Smith [26] used a similar approach to analyze torsion of box beams with relatively 
thick walls. 
The instability problems of a box beam were also studied to some extent. 
Lundquist [27] calculated critical stresses for local instability of symmetrical 
rectangular tubes. He utilized Timoshenko1 s solution for the critical stress of a 
rectangular plate under edge compression. Budiansky, Stein and Gilbert [28] 
gave theoretical solutions for the buckling of a long square tube in torsion and 
compression. It was found that an appreciable amount of torsion may be present 
without reducing the compression required for buckling. Falconer [29] discussed 
the effects of initial deviations from perfect flatness of the plating of a square box 
on its buckling behavior under torsion. He found that the development of buckling 
16 
is greatly influenced by the magnitude of the initial deformations and that where 
there are initial deformations, however small, deviation from linearity of the 
relationship between rotation and torque will occur at a load well below the cr i t i -
cal load. 
Tests on the lateral-torsional buckling of box beams were carried out by 
Moran [1]. In his tests the box beams were subject to pure bending moments and 
were loaded well into the plastic range. No lateral buckling of the box beams was 
observed (cross-section of box beams is shown in Figure la). Failure was caused 
by local buckling of the compression flange. Leddick [30] also conducted tests on 
box beams at Georgia Institute of Technology. In his tests the box section consis-
ted of two M8 x 6.5 beams welded flange to flange. Two beams and one portal 
frame were constructed with this box section. In the beam tests the maximum 
unsupported span length was equal to 13 feet 4 inches, a constant plastic moment 
was attained over a length of 6 feet 8 inches in the middle of the span. The beams 
* 
sustained the plastic moment through considerable deflection and rotation before 
failure occurred by a simultaneous action of local and lateral buckling near mid-
span. The portal frame tested by Leddick had a span of 16 feet and a height of 8 
feet 8 inches. The frame was left unbraced over its entire length—horizontal 
member and columns. Failure was initiated by local buckling at the top portions 
of columns. This was followed by lateral buckling in the horizontal member. The 
completely unbraced frame carried 96.2% of its predicted ultimate load through 
* 
The minimum ratio of rfjrf for Leddick's beam tests was equal to 3.08. 
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considerable deflection, attaining a ratio of rotation at failure to rotation at first 
yield (jzL/jzf ) of 3.45. Tests conducted by Moran [1] and Leddick [30] proved that 
a box beam has very high rigidity against lateral-torsional buckling. 
Theoretical work on the problem of lateral torsional buckling of box beams 
is not yet available. It is thus the purpose of this dissertation to find analytical 
solutions for this problem. 
2. Method of Solution 
Two sets of solutions are intended herein, one to be applicable in the elastic 
range and the other to be applicable in the inelastic range. The elastic solutions 
are derived on the basis that the stability limit of the beam is defined as the point 
at which a slightly deflected equilibrium position of the beam becomes possible. 
In Chapter n the writer first derives the differential equation for non-uniform tor-
sion of box sections under variable torque. This derivation follows the work of 
McGuire [24, 32] who derived the differential equation for non-uniform torsion of 
cantilevered box beams under constant torque. Using the differential equation for 
variable torque, the mathematical model for the first elastic solution is set up by 
neglecting the effect of deflections in the plane of the primary bending moment. 
The problem of finding the critical buckling moment is then reduced to solving a 
fourth order differential equation. In the later part of Chapter n this fourth order 
differential equation is solved and the critical buckling moment is obtained. 
In Chapter HI a second elastic solution is derived by considering the effect 
of deflections in the plane of the primary bending moment. In setting up the mathe-
matical model, the writer utilizes Kirchhoff's general equilibrium equations for 
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the bending and twisting of beams. The problem of finding the critical buckling 
moment is reduced to solving a fifth order differential equation. In the later part 
of Chapter HI this fifth order differential equation is solved and the critical buckling 
moment is obtained. 
The solutions in the inelastic range are derived using the argument that 
with proper modification of the stiffness coefficients the buckling equations for the 
elastic range can be applicable in the inelastic range. This argument has been 
recognized by practically all investigators in the analysis of lateral-torsional buck-
ling of solid rectangular beams and wide-flange beams. Since the lateral stability 
problem of box beams is analogous to that of wide-flange beams, it is thus logical 
to utilize this argument in this dissertation. In Chapter IV formulae for the modi-
fied stiffness coefficients are derived and equations for determining the critical 
buckling moment in the inelastic range are obtained. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE FIRST SET OF SOLUTIONS IN THE ELASTIC RANGE 
1. Assumptions 
A solution can be obtained for the critical pure bending moment in the elas-
tic range, neglecting the effect of deflections in the plane of the primary bending 
moment (Y-Y plane in Figure 1). This solution is justifiable if the deflections in 
the plane of the primary bending moment are relatively small and the primary 
flexural rigidity (EI ) is large compared to the secondary flexural rigidity (EI ), x y 
the torsional rigidity (EC ), and the warping constant (C ). One shall consider 
J. ^ 
the matter of an elastic body to be homogeneous and continuously distributed over 
its volume so that the smallest element cut from the body has the same specific 
physical properties as the body. We shall also consider the body to be isotropic, 
so that the elastic properties are the same in all directions. The box beam is 
assumed to be prismatic along its longitudinal axis, to be perfectly straight in its 
initial condition, and to have a doubly symmetrical cross-section. A linear relation-
ship is assumed to exist between increments of stress and strain. The deviation 
from linearity of the distribution of bending stress in a box beam as explained in 
Article 2 of Chapter I (see Figure 2) is to be neglected. This is justifiable because 
this deviation from linearity is appreciable only when the width of the box beam is 
many times greater than its depth. But this is not generally the case for box beams 
used in civil engineering structures. The dimension of the width of such box beam 
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is not usually many times greater than its depth. One can imagine that the shear 
forces built up at the edges of the flanges of a box beam are of the same order of 
magnitude as those built up at the flange-web junction of a wide-flange beam. Just 
as the effect of these shear forces on flange bending stress distribution is neglected 
for wide-flange beams, this effect shall also be neglected in the bending of box 
beams conceived in this paper. 
It shall be assumed that the wall thickness of the box beam is thin, i. e. it 
is relatively small compared to other dimensions of the box cross-section. It 
shall also be assumed that premature failures such as local buckling do not occur 
prior to the initiation of lateral-torsional buckling of the box beam. In addition, 
we consider the box section to retain its rectangular shape upon buckling away 
from its original plane of stable equilibrium (Figure 4). Williams [20,22] has 
discussed the justification of this assumption. He showed that in the case of a 
box beam subject to torsion the work done in deforming the shape-retaining dia-
phragms is small so that it is possible to assume they are rigid in their own 
planes and that there is an infinite number of them along the longitudinal axis of 
the box beam. This assumption was adopted by practically all investigators in 
analyzing a box beam under torsion. Finally, the possibility of the existence of 
residual stresses in the cross-section is to be neglected in the analysis. 
2. The Differential Equation for Non-Uniform Torsion of A 
Thin-Walled Box Section 
In Appendix A the warping displacement due to uniform torsion of a box 
section as shown in Figure 5 is derived. It is assumed in the derivation that the 
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t Y (Secondary bending axis) 
-x (Primary bending axis) 
Figure 4. A Box Beam Retains its Rectangular Shape Upon Buckling 
Away from its Original Plane of Stable Equilibrium. 
torque (M ) is applied at the ends of the beam and that the cross-sections of the 
beam are free to warp. Under such conditions warping is the same for all cross-
sections and takes place without any axial strain in the longitudinal fibers. The 
case of non-uniform torsion occurs if any cross-section is not free to warp or 
if the torque varies along the length of the beam. The amount of warping will 
then vary along the beam. The difference in warping displacements between two 
adjacent sections produces axial strains. The longitudinal fibers of the beam will 
be subjected to tensile or compressive axial stresses depending on whether the 
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Figure 5. Coordinate System for the Analytical Model of A Box Beam. 
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the resultant of the warping stresses at any cross-section must equal to zero. In 
addition, the angle of twist per unit length (0) will no longer be constant but will 
vary along the axis of the beam. Obtaining a solution of non-uniform torsion of a 
box section using a rigorous mathematical procedure can be quite involved and 
the results may not be easily applied to every day engineering practice. Fortu-
nately, an approximate solution is possible based on the ordinary theory of simple 
bending. It has been demonstrated by Williams [22] and Payne [23] that solution 
based on the ordinary bending theory leads to results that are much more easily 
applicable to engineering practice. Williams [22] has shown that the accuracy of 
the approximate solution is comparable to that of the rigorous solution. In an 
unpublished note [32], McGuire solved the problem of cantilevered box beams 
under the action of a constant twisting moment using the approximate method. In 
this article the differential equation for non-uniform torsion of a box section based 
on the simple bending theory is derived, following the work of McGuire. A variable 
twisting moment is considered here in contrast to the constant twisting moment 
considered by McGuire. 
Consider now a case of non-uniform torsion as shown in Figure 6, in which 
the box beam is fixed at one end and a torque M is applied at the other end. Since 
warping of the kind shown in Figure 30 of Appendix A cannot occur at the fixed end, 
the original plane cross-section at that end is forced to remain plane. But this 
requires that the fixed base exert forces F in each plate acting in the directions 
as indicated in Figure 6b (for the purpose of clarity, only the bottom and right-side 
plates are illustrated, similar forces are also acting on the other two plates but in 
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cti 
Figure 6. Internal Forces Developed in A Box Beam Under Torsion. 
opposite directions). These F forces produce bending of each plate in its own 
plane. The magnitudes of the bending moments diminish as the distance from the 
fixed end increases. Shear stresses {°t and*T) are produced by the effect of 
differential bending and are acting in the directions shown. These shear stresses 
are solely due to the effect of non-uniform torsion and are in addition to the shear 
stresses caused by uniform torsion of the cross section. There is, therefore, a 
change in the manner in which the total torque M is resisted. Part of M is 
z z 
balanced by shear stresses due to uniform torsion and part balanced by resistance 
to bending of the plates that make up the box beam. It is important to note that 
since there is no externally applied axial force, the resultant of the F forces must 
be zero. 
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The portion of torque (denoted by M \ that is balanced by uniform torsion 
z J. 
can be expressed by Equation (2-1). This equation was derived by Bredt [19] and 
* 
has since been used as a standard equation for uniform torsion of a general thin-
walled closed section. 
M - / 4 A*C ) M _ (2-1)* 
"*i ( §ds }<Lz 
Here A is the mean of the areas enclosed by the outer and the inner boundaries 
of the box section, t is the thickness of the wall, and s is the arc length which is 
positive when increasing in the counterclockwise direction. Equation (2-1) can 
be further rearranged into a more convenient form by denoting 
C, = -*M- - — — ( 2 * , 
JT 
Hence, Mtt ™ C * ^ f (2-3) 
The coefficient C for a box beam as shown in Figure 5 can be evaluated as follows, 
* 
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(2-4) 1 '(twtf+bU'" 
Next consider a general case of nori-uniform torsion of a box section as 
shown in Figure 7. The directions of shear forces are assigned based on the dis-
cussions related to Figure 30 of Appendix A and Figure 6 (i .e. assuming b t > 
b,t ). f w 
Hence 
Ht = H- t>w * V- if — <
2"5> 
Mzt-HL-bn+Vstif — (2-6) 
and 
tu-HtkH-Vstx <2"7> 
Slz - Hti -i- HZi - (2-8) 
Knowing that both bending and shear stresses exist and vary along the longitudinal 
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Figure 7. Shear Forces in A Box Beam Due to Non-Uniform Torsion. 
two portions,one portion due to simple bending and the other due to shear. Con-
sider first the effect of the curvature due to simple bending alone. In Figure 8b 
is shown an elementary strip of the bottom flange. The bending moments are shown 
in their positive directions. By taking moment about point n and neglecting second 
order terms, we have 
J<i + dn$ -JK$ - H2 - diz + dJi^SiZ = O 
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Figure 8. Free Body Diagrams of Bottom Flange of A Box Beam 
Under the Action of Simple Bending Alone. 
Similarly, from the elementary strip of the right side web shown in Figure 9b, 
we have 
MZ + dMw -MZ- Vz'dz + djfe^dz — o 
vz dz (2-10) 
It is necessary to point out that there is an important difference between the 
character of the displacement due to simple bending and the displacement due to 
shear. The displacement of a beam cross-section due to simple bending has the 
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Figure 9. Free Body Diagrams of Right-Side Web of A Box Beam 
Under the Action of Simple Bending Alone. 
effect that all cross-sections of a beam perpendicular to the neutral axis before 
displacement remain perpendicular after displacement. On the other hand, the 
displacement due to shear has the effect that cross-sections parallel before dis-
placement remain parallel after displacement, so that if the end cross-section of 
a horizontal beam is fixed in a vertical position all cross-sections originally 
vertical remain vertical as long as the displacement is caused by shear alone. It 
is thus clear that displacements at the longitudinal edges of a beam in the direction 
of its axis can be produced only by actions of simple bending. For displacements 
perpendicular to the beam axis, both the actions of bending and shear must be taken 
30 
into consideration. 
The displacements of a box section under non-uniform torsion have to 
meet certain compatibility conditions. The first of these conditions calls for 
identical axial displacement at the common edges of the four plates. Consider 
for example the axial displacement at point C of Figure 5b. Knowing that this 
axial displacement can only be caused by actions of bending alone, we have 
f Axial displacement ofl _ f Axial displacement of \ 
\ point C in plate BC. J — t of point C in plate DC. J , 
# ( « ) • ( * ) - - # « * & ) < * - . » 
where XL and y are deflections due to bending only. The negative sign on the 
right side of the equation is due to the negative curvature in the right-side web. 
The relationship established by Equation (2-11) actually dictates that the curvatures 
* 
of the bottom flange and the right-side web must be of opposite signs in order to 
meet the compatibility requirement at the common edge (Figure 10). Furthermore, 
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of point C 
Figure 10. Compatibility Condition at the Common Edge 
Between Two Plates of A Box Beam. 
where L. - —rz— and I f 12 w 
t b 
w w 
12 , we have 
EI; ^t) BIW\ 2 / •f 
H i J tyv t > f l w 
Substituting Equation (2-14) into Equation (2-9), we obtain 
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Hz" dz dz( y,ij n» 
*---££• ft« — '2-"> 
Substituting Equations (2-10) and (2-15)into Equation (2-7), we have 
M — N L - T / L — - 1»WZ*:*MH +L- d M * 1LZZ— t1zbw Vzbf — . /, - j w dz
 Df dz 
M _ / bw'If - &>f'Xw\. d-Mw ; (2_16) 






It is seen from the above equation that there exists a special case of non-uniform 
torsion in which the resisting moment M due to warping is reduced to zero when 
b t = b t . There is warping of the cross-section. But the amount of warping is 
ww f f 
such that the resisting moments H^-b and V2«bf cancel each other (see Figure 7), 
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With M = 0, Equation (2-8) is reduced to Equation (2-3). That is, the differen-zz 
tial equation for the case of uniform torsion now becomes the governing differential 
equation. 
Next consider the effect of the curvature due to shear alone. Consider the 
bottom flange as shown in Figure 11. 
F T 
J 
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Figure 11. Free Body Diagrams of Bottom Flange of A Box Beam 
Under the Action of Shear Alone. 
* ^fCr 
(2-17) 
where C is a constant [33,34] whose magnitude depends on the shape of the cross-
s dx 
s 
section. For a rectangular cross-section C = 1.2. Since?; = — - , where x 
S I uZ S 
denotes the deflection due to shear alone, we have 




Similarly considering the right-side web as shown in Figure 12, we have 
~y . cLjS 
" ~ dZ 
Cs-V 
k>vj C»v Gr (2-19) 




Figure 12. Free Body Diagrams of the Right-Side Web of A Box Beam 
Under the Action of Shear Alone. 
From Equations (2-18) and (2-19), we obtain the curvature of the plates due to the 





d% Cs dV 
otZz &»twG- dz 
(2-20) 
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The total curvature of the plates can be obtained by adding the Equations 
in (2-12) and (2-20) respectively. Thus 
<lz£ _ d*X>. . dfZs ,„_ Hi Cs dH 
r dZ* ctZ*- ^€12* EIjbftfG dz 
(2-21) 
cfy - d% + d*2? — M~ Cs oLV 
dLz* dZe eCz' BTW bwtwQ dZ 
The second compatibility condition of the box section under non-uniform 
torsion is expressed in terms of the total deflections in the X and Y directions. This 
condition is based on an earlier assumption that the rectangular shape of the box 
remains undistorted under load, so that the angle of twist ^ at any cross-section 
can be correctly defined by either $ = 2x/b or ^ = 2y/bf (Figure 13), considering 
small displacements. Thus 
(2-22) 
v — bw'P 
r A 2 
dX = bw cL<f> 
dZ Z dZ 






















Figure 13. Rotational Displacements of A Box Beam Under Torsion, 
Also since <p = <f> 
we have x -fry 
dX _ 
dZ bf dz 
Aw < ŷ 
_d?z = _bxL.jnL 
dz* bf oLZz 
Substituting Equation (2-24) into Equation (2-21), we have 
c ^ - - Z' .M,-+- Z C s • A t L [d7?~ bwEIj
Lf^bnbftfa dz 
,1*4 _ 2 H i •'Z'Cs jW 
~dz* hfEIw
 w b^bftwG -J-* 
From Equation (2-5), we have 
ft = tf.bw+V--bf 
H -&-&V 
»IV A-'W 
Since M varies along Z-axis, 
z 
dZ bw dLZ b„ UZ 
(2-27) 
(2-28) 
dH _ J_ dMz 4f„ _oQ: : (2-29) 
Substituting Equations (2-14) and (2-29) into the first of Equations (2-28), we have 
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4¥_ /L -r-Z \(- b*x* \.yi 
<LZ*- \ bwEIf)( bfIw)
11*' 
/ ZC* \( I \dMz f eCs ']/bf\ 
( ^bj. tj G A t>J dZ [bHhftfGrA V 
.dZ 
dz 
d.H _ 2. M Z-Cs cLV • 2Cs rfAfe 
4z£ ^ f ^ /vv Ak5.if.G-. dz bS.bjtfG <*z 
Multiplying both sides by b t , 
AV I 
^crftf %EJ^ " b̂ G <*z UfafG 
£ C S dMz 
dl 





 L^ b«G dz 
Adding Equations (2-30) and (2-31), we have 
^ , * W 0 = ^(MrvO>i^^Jf—<
2-32> 
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In the discussion at the end of Appendix A it has been shown that if b t„ = b_t 
w f f w 
there is no warping of the cross-section under torsion. If the section does not 
warp, the resisting moment M due to warping is equal to zero. Then the prob-
lem reduces to that of a case of uniform torsion and the governing differential 
equation is given by Equation (2-3). Thus there are two conditions for which the 
problem of non-uniform torsion of a box section is reduced to the case of uniform 
2 2 
torsion. The first condition is b I . = K I (i .e. b t = b^t j , and the second con-
w f f w w w f r 
dition is b t = b.t . In the following discussions of this Article, these two con-
w f f w 
ditions for which M 9 = 0 are to be excluded. They will be discussed specifically 
in Article 3 of Chapter IV and in Appendix C. 
Assuming now that b t - bf t ^ 0 and dividing both sides of Equation (2-32) 
by (b tf - bft ) and rearranging, we have 
bfEI^/b^tfi-bstuUH CsEX^ / dMz 
2 Kbw-tf-bftJcLzZ blvG- a«trbftj) cLz 
oiz 
= bfEZ„ (bM+s+bft„\dQ _ CSE.XW , JM 
2 \ b u t s - b S U
d z i bH-GrChJ-f-kftn) <*Z 
w _ _ 
z 
Substituting into Equation (2-16), we have 
yi b^Ij-bjl*, bf£l* (b„-ts + bft„ \ d
34 
22 ~ bfIn ' 2 I, b^-bftn / ' °LZ* 
fol4-b$X» CsEI*, dzH-z 
bjlw bwG( bwtj -b^tu) dz^ 
n^-A-^i^m&s)^ 
' (b*xf - V-O••-./<*£)dfM§ 
' KWWf-bftJ) ' $J dZ* 
Denote 
n / bw* X* ~ bs
zlw)/ b»tS + bftw \ r 
- fit* ̂ MrV^^v^^^^^>4 
and 
r ^ ^ f - ^ j ^ /Cs5\ 
S^"vp^5^^'^y 
(bwtf-bjt„) L IZ
 J Q 'J 
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Note that in both Equations (2-33) and (2-34), we have (b t f - b_t ) ^ 0 and 
(b L - b . I' ) ^ 0 . Thus 
w f f w 
1 LZZ L 2 c/z3 + ° 3 dzi ~ ; (2-35) 
By substituting Equations (2-3) and (2-35) into (2-8), one obtains the differential 
equation for non-uniform torsion of a box section. 
Mz = Mzi- + M 22 
1LZ — Ll dZ C * clz* C3 dLZx ' " (2*36) 
where C , C and C are defined by Equations (2-2), (2-33) and (2-34) respectively, 
-L u O 
a n d C 2 ^ 0, Cg ^ 0. 
3. An Elastic Solution Neglecting the Effect of Deflections in the 
Plane of the Primary-Bending Moment 
The differential equations for this solution can be set up using the elastic 
* 
buckling concept as defined in the classical theory of elastic stability. This con-
cept states that the critical pure bending moment is determined by the criterion 
This method has been thoroughly discussed by Timoshenko [4], Bleich [34] and 
many others. 
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that the stability limit of the beam is reached when a deflected configuration 
infinitesimally near to the equilibrium form in the vertical plane is possible, 
indicating bifurcation of the equilibrium position. This means that as long as 
the pure bending moment on the box beam is below the critical value, the beam 
will be stable. As the pure bending moment increases in magnitude, a condition 
is reached at which a slightly deflected and twisted form of equilibrium infinitesi-
mally away from the vertical plane of bending becomes possible. The plane con-
figuration of the beam is thus unstable, and the lowest moment at which this 
critical condition occurs represents the critical pure bending moment. 
In Figure 14 the box beam is subjected to pure bending moments acting in 
the Y-Z plane, which is the plane of maximum flexural rigidity. In deriving the 
differential equations one shall use the fixed coordinate axes X, Y, Z. In addition, 
the origin of the coordinate axes IP, ̂ , y is taken at the shear center of a cross-
section (which is coincident with the centroid for a box section). The axes E and ^ 
are respectively the major and minor principal axes of the cross-section and y~ 
axis is in the direction of the tangent to the deflected axis of the box beam after 
buckling. The deflection of the beam is defined by the components u and v of the 
displacement of the centroid (or the shear center) of the cross-section in the X and 
Y directions respectively, and by the angle of rotation ^ of the cross-section. 
For small relative deflections, the curvatures of the deflected axis in the 
2 2 
XZ and YZ planes can be taken as d u and d v respectively. For small angle of 
2 2 
dz dz 
twist 0, one can also assume that the curvatures in the £ Yand ^ *e planes be taken 
O Jtrv - — Z 
H ' ' p 
////in I--*-1 




(c) Section 1-1 
Figure 14. Lateral-Torsional Buckling of A Box Beam 
Under Pure Bending Moments. 
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2 2 
as —~- and—^ respectively. Thus the moment-curvature relationships for 
dz dz 
bending of the box beam about the t amd 7[ axes can be written as 
§ dz* y / | (2-37) 
£I1 ~d7? ~~ n?i 
(2-38) 
The positive direct ions of M g and M,- a re as shown in Figure 15. 
n 
+M 
ff - _̂ .i. T 
\ \ 




Figure 15. Sign Convention of Moments. 
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The differential equation for non-uniform torsion of a box section is given by 
Equation (2-36). Applying this equation to the buckled box beam, we have 
^ dz °* dz3 J 3 c/Z* 
(2-39) 
where C , C and C are constants defined by Equations (2-2), (2-33) and (2-34) 
X di O 
respectively, and C ^ 0, C ^ 0. 
The bending and twisting moments at any cross-section of the buckled box 
beam (Figure 15) can be found by taking components of the applied moment M about 
theE, V and J axes. To do this one shall need the expressions of the cosines of the 
angles between the coordinate axes X, Y, Z and F> 7 ' T* T ^ e s e expressions are 
given in Table 2 (see also Figure 16). They are valid with the assumption that the 
deflections u, v, & are small. 
Thus using the first column of Table 2 and using the sign convention of 
moments according to Figure 15, one can compute the components of the applied 
pure bending moment M taken at any cross-section as follows. 
r M-= M-Cos(^X) = M. 
4 My = -McosCyjC) = ^-M 
dtL 
Mr - -M-Cos(yx)= -3z M 





Figure 16. Displacements of A Box Beam After Lateral-Torsional 
Buckling Has Occurred. 
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Table 2. Cosines of Small Angles Between 
Axes E, V, y and Axes X, Y, Z. 
X y z 
:? 1 f 
du 











>zS/Z = o 




Equations (2-40), (2-41) and (2-42) are the governing differential equations 
for the problem of later al-torsional buckling of a box beam. With proper given 
boundary conditions these differential equations can readily be solved and the criti-
cal pure bending moment can be determined. By differentiating Equation (2-41) 
twice by z, we have 
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XT d3U ' M ' d4_ 
d*u _ ^ d2<t> 
dz* 
£1 -2U4.-M. -̂ -JC — o 
2 oiZ4 J l '-" ~ 
d+U __ M. d*<t>  
dz+ s Tn ' ^ ^ ~ — : (2"43) 
Differentiating Equation (2-42) by z, 
C ' - - 2 # - * - ^ U > l - i S - M - C , . ^ f - o _ _ _ ( 2 - 4 4 ) 
Substituting equations (2-41) and (2-43) into Equation (2-44), we have 
I dzs z <*Z4 * £IZ * exz ^Jt = ° 
c_d±£ _,' _ Cjs-n
£\ dzd> /-fg ^ 
* di* tC/ £ X* J dz* Exr? 
since C 4 0, we have 
4Z* cJC> • C*-£xj)-7z! --cT-WTj•?=° (2"45) 
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There are three possible solutions to Equation (2-45), depending on the 
signs of the coefficients. From Equations (2-33) and (2-34), it can be shown that 
C and C always have the same sign. The first two solutions can be obtained by 
/Hi o 
assuming C and C are both negative constants. Let 
J. o 
ft.- lc 2 I y &* = I C-
(2-46) 
we have 
C^ = — Bg, ) C3 = — B 3 
Equation (2-45) becomes 
dz+ e>> 
Let AT f^ = ^r-^/^^-^-) >° I 2&z 
\f> W e>e £z7i >o 
(2-47) 
we have 
^k+2«,i$+h<t> = o 
The auxiliary equation of this differential equation is 
f+ + 2*,fe + p, — ° (2-48) 
The first solution can be derived by assuming 
Thus <*•/?'— f>, 2-° 
And the roots of the auxiliary equation are given as follows. 
T-% = - <*-, +J*?-/3, - - C*.,-J*'-/St ) 
« < " 
fl+ = - oL, -J**-?-/3' = - (<*-, + J*,*-/3, ) 
A = -zM,-j«*-p, 






lmz + A e e~^
z + A 3e^
2 • A4e
ZTlz 
9̂  = A, aosCmz) + A, ^sirL(-mz) + A z cos Cm z) - Az^- sinCrnz) 
•^ i43doscnz>+ A 3 ^ 'S/TL(7IZ) + A 4 c o s ( 7 i z ) - ^ 4 ^ s / 7 i ^ z ) 
0 = (A,+ A2)cosCmz) + (Af-Az) l> sirum'z) 
+ (A<z + A+)cos(nz) + (A* -A+)l> sin-Cm) 
Substituting a new constant A for (A + A ) and A for (A - A )i and so on, we 
JL X. Zi A x. A 
have 
<? = Af coscmz) + At sinc-m z) + A3coscnz) •#- A+**nCm) — (
2 - 4 9 ) 
Consider the case of a simply supported box beam in which the ends of the 
box beam cannot rotate about the Z-axis but are free to warp (A schematic picture 
of this end condition is shown in Figure 17). We have, since it cannot rotate at the 
ends,a the first two boundary conditions, namely, 
'<p = O aJr Z = O 
(2-50) 
4> = O out 'Z = L 
If the ends are free to warp, there will be no bending moments due to warping and 
thus the curvature due to bending is zero. Since only small deflection is considered, 
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Figure 17. A Schematic Picture of A Particular End Condition. 
the curvature due to shear at the ends is very small and can be neglected. Thus 
At the ends curvature due to bending is equal to zero, 
curvature due to shear is very small. 
Any individual plate ' 
of the box beam. Small deflection 
Figure 18. Deflection and Curvature of an Individual Plate of A Box Beam. 
from Equations (2-21) and (2-24), one arrives at the last two boundary conditions, 






o , at *Z= o 
o , at 2 = L 
(2-51) 
Applying the first two boundary conditions to Equation (2-49), we have 
o^ A , -h A 3 j -'- A-t = -A 
and 
o =A, cos(7nL)+ A2S/ri(7r?L) + A3COSCTIL) + A+SinCnL) 
Also, by differentiating Equation (2-49) twice, we have 
£i- = -A. mzcosCrnz)-A2m
zsin(mz)-A5nzcos(nz)-A4rfs'n,(nz) 
dzz 
Using the last two boundary conditions, we have 
(O = - A,7Tl* — ^ 3 7 1 ^ 
o = — Az~m
zsfn(mL) — A4.nzs'mcnL) 
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the first of these equations gives 
A,-Aa-o 
There are left two constants to be solved from the following homogeneous equations 
'A^sinCrnL)-!- A+sLnCnl) = o 
< 
-Azin
zSLnC7nL) - /UT^S^TI/TZL) = o 
For a non-trivial solution the determinant of these equations must equal zero. 
Thus 
— (sin ??7l>X77z5c77 nL) + (sen nLXm^Scn -ml) = o 
CSLTI TTLL Xstn nL)(-mz- n2) = o 
2 2 
Since m - n ^ 0, 
Let Sin mL = 0. 
The smallest root of this equation is 
711--%-
-J^-JcLf-p,, *--%-
2 „ , 7 1 * . 7C4 
<*?-?,-<- Z*,Ti + Lz ' L* 
4 
Pl--l* 
M K*. I 
B2EI^ 
MTL\h7C' ~-1?+iH^*3iFtO £hJ'L* 
~£?L(JL_&2 zz\^ it*/ a x*\ 
£1*^2 a* L%) L%K &z L*J 
El \ 
M*-- nr^ K1 ( Bz  
C 32 B*' L
z J 
M, -( *&-*}. ( 3 2 L* ) 








> ! , - C - f e , ) / ^ ^ - ^ <2"54) 
Next, let Sin(nL)= 0. The smallest root of this equation gives 
^ = 17 
aR+V*?-/3/ ---r-
;r2 ^S<=J, - fg 
.4 ^- /3 , -^ -^gfw, 2 
Comparing this equation with Equation (2-52), one finds that it gives the same 
solution of M as Equation (2-54). 
The next solution of M may be derived by assuming 
oLf -/*,<o 
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Starting with Equation (2-48). 
f-4* 2cCf fl
Z+ /3 , = o 
Since a. - £ < 0, a, > 0 and p > 0, we have 
7A - *, ^ ° 
Hence 
(f1***//*,)-Lp-Jzcjj*,-*,)"!*- o 
[p*+ r -j2(Jpr^ +JPi]fy *-tl-Mfrr*i) +'</Pi?-° 
Let 
71 = VA 
At- -2rn±j4'm
z--4'n- _ 




i / m *-* =JM-°L, ^ • = 4.. lJPi + *-t ; 
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one reassigns 71= IJCL+SLL. , and the four roots of the auxiliary equation 
become 
' -ft, = — rn -tin 
p2 = - m — <in 
f-$- -rrt-t irt 
V-4 « in- Ln 
Hence the general solution of Equation (2-45) is 
<P=A,e + Aze, + ^3 c 






m^ A4e^%osnz--£s;n 7iz) 
-mz mzi r —TnT. Tn7-t r x - f f w . v 777Z7 
- Z ^ + ^ j e + #3+>U ) e Jcos m +[K*rA2)£ + t (A3 -Aj)£ ]*m nz 
Substituting new constants A for (A + A ), A for (A + A .), A for i- (A - A ) 
\. y ^ Li o 4 o 1 Z 
and A, for i(A„ - A .), we have 
4 3 4 
<p = (A.e-^+Aze^kosni + Use^+ftte^Vvn ** 
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d<t> / . ~rm1' 











 mz+ (m*At+mil. A*)e**l'tos nz 
+[(mnA,-7i%)e mz+ (-.MTLAZ- nzA+)&^Jscn nz 
+[(nnAl+m%)e








nz} cos nz 
-h{[2mnAl + (m
2-n2)A3]e
 M2+L-2mnAz <• (nfi-n^Aje™}^ nz 
t <f> = o 
Using the boundary condition j , we have 
t 7 =. o 
A l " " A 2 
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f d*4 _ 0 
Using the boundary condition j rfz* , we have 
i -7 = 2  (7 
o = [(7n2-nz)A,- 2m7iA3] + [(m
2-nz)A2.-i- 2mnA4] 
A_ — A . 
3 4 
d2 , 
Eliminating Ag and A from the expressions of 6 and — | r 
dz 
£ - A, (e-mz- CmZ) Cos nz + A3 (€T
mZ+ G.mz)Scn nz 
^ g = {[(n2-n*)ArZmnA3]e
mZ+[-(rri*-n2)AS m 
Using the boundary condition \^~°. , we have 
I Z ~ Li 
\(C~mL- £™L)coS nL+A3(e~*
Li- e^JSLn nL -o — (2-55) 










{ion-n2)e-™L- (m*- nz)£™]cos nL t CamnC'mLi- ZTTITIe^Jsin *L}A, 
-h{[-2mnG:mL+ 2mncWL]eos TIL + Lfm^'JC"7^ cm2n*ye?LJsLn TIL}A3-° 
freT™- e^Xm^nHcosnu)^ (e+ emLj)(d7nn)(s>rL TIL)} A, 
+{(eW- e^X-EwnlCcosuL) + (G^e^X-ml nzYsLn 7IL)}A3=O (2-56) 
For a non-trivial solution of M, the determinant of Equations (2-55) and (2-56) 
must equal zero. Hence 
(e-"70-e™-)cos ^ (emL+ e7™-)s^ TIL 
(e"777^ ^XmWXos TIL 1 f (e-w± erL)L-2rmi)cos HL 
-mL -7TIL 
He ,f'+er'uXz-mn)sinnLj H€~
mL^G^)(7n-n2)sin TIL . 
(e-mL-e™y(mnYcosTiLy+ ic~zmu- eZWL)(7n2-n*)(cos nt^Cst* w.) 
_ r e -?w4 L ^"%1-^Xcos -mXsin VL)-(<£
mL+emlfamn)(sir, T,LJ= 
2.mn[(e:^mL- 2 + e?mLXcos ntf+ (f^* Z * c ' ^ n « . ) ' J - ° 
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(zmn)[e'*mi'+ <S>2wzV 2(S''n27!L - cos TJL)] ^ o (2-57) 
If 2mn = 0, then either m = 0, or n = 0 will give a solution of M. In either case, 
one arrives at the condition 
2 
£ l = a L 
But this condition has already been covered by the solution previously derived: 
Equations (2-53) and (2-54). Thus it gives no new solution of M. Next the second 
term of Equation (2-57) is set to zero. 
•_ s. e~zmL+ ezmL + Z(5m * 71L - c°$ *L) = ° (2-58) 
This is a transcendental equation. The first two terms of this equation represent 
a hyperbolic function (Figure 19a). The smallest value of the hyperbolic function 
_-2mL, ^2mL . .. , n 
e + G. is equal to 2. 
2 
i/ /*""* ~2Ml .zmL 
















Wkfr % 7l/z ^ 
2 
C.f) 
Figure 19. Graphical Solution of Equation (2-58). 
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The third term of this equation is a trigonometric function illustrated in Figure 19b. 
The smallest algebraic value of this function is -2 . It can be shown that the only 
possible root of the transcendental equation is such that m and n are both equal to 
2 
zero simultaneously. This leads to the condition of 0 = OL . Again, the solution 
of M for this condition is given by Equations (2-53) and (2-54). Thus it can be con-
cluded that there is no solution of the critical moment under the assumption 
2 
OL - £ < 0. This implies that the box beam is in a state of stable equilibrium. 
Another solution of M can be obtained by assuming C and C to be both 
positive. Then Equation (2-45) can be rewritten as 
d+4> _ _L_rr _ A i l l v ^ - dL. riz 
dZ± £ 2
L C - ' °3 EZ^J c£z*> Bz EZ^ 
o 
where B0 and B are defined by Equations (2-46). Let 
^ = ^ - * ^ 
(2-59) 
* - - f c e>z B' T^ o 
we have 
J*S*r-Z'*-t-ir&--fri ~=° — <2'60> 
The auxiliary equation of the differential equation (2-60) is 
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fl+ - ZcLz.pt - / 3 2 = o (2-61) 
Observing that 
dz. + {6z > o 
< -J°tt + PtL-h ciz yd -—--——— (2-62) 
-J°& + fit ~ <*-z >o 
Equations (2-62) are true regardless of the sign of a . Thus the roots of Equation 
(2-61) can be written as 
' A/% = J«l + fi* + *« 
*& " -J*t+H **« - " (Ml +Pz - <**) 
' t, " +JMI • A * **" 
-Pz^-JjSl+Pt+oL: 
P3
 =+* •J7*JTfa -*, 
A = -z'M*T+fr-<>t-. 
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Let 
^-Jj^i+ft*^* >- o 
Hence the general solution of the differential equation (2-60) becomes 
<f>= A,e + Aze t . ^ c +-A4& 
= A e7772 *• A erwz +• A3Ccosnz: -f-^sm nz) + A^C
coS nz -*• -Sin n%) 
= A.e^-h ^ e " ^ + CA^A^cosnz-hCA3-A4)l'Sin nz 
Substituting a new constant A for A + A and A for (A - A .) i, we have 
•5 o TC rfc O 4t 
^-mz cf>= A,C + Az£ + A^cos 712+ A±sin nz 
Differentiating Equation (2-63)twice, we have 
(2-63) 
£± = A m*em* + Pi?iri
zemz-fl37i
2cos nz -A+7izStn nZ (2-64) 
4 = 0 
Applying the boundary condition \ _ to Equation (2-63), we have, 
LZ — U 
o = At+ Az + A- (2-65) 
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Applying the boundary condition 
dV 
d z 2 ~ 
z = 0 
to Equation (2-65), we have, 
0= A,m*+ AzTTt^-Asn2 (2-66) 
Adding Equations (2-65) and (2-66), we obtain 
O— ( ^ 7 1 *)A% + (m*+TL*)Az 
2 2 
m + n ^ 0 , hence 
A, = - A 
Substituting into Equation (2-65), we have 
A * = 3 = o 
mz A ~-™z Thus cf> ^= A,6mz-Ater ^^A^SLTLTIZ 





,_ r — =0 
Substituting the boundary conditions | 0 ~ and j dz into Equations (2-67) and 
( z=L 
(2-68) respectively, we have 
A, (e™- e~m) + A+ sm nu = o 
.2 /*±TTIL, r̂-77?L 
An* (&""*- e '"L)-A47i*sin TIL = O 
For a non-trivial solution, the determinant of the above homogeneous equations 
must equal to zero. Hence, 
(emL- cnL) Sin TIL 
W-CGmL- ^ v ) -TZ* sen TIL 
^(CmL-e"'mh)SinnL - 7?7z(e'mL- e~7r)L)SLn nu= o 
('77Za^772X<S'777L - C~mL)ScTl TIL = O 
Czjoil + /32 )( e™- e - ^ s ^ 77Z, = o 
\^J°^z +&)(€• mL — C ) does not always equal zero, hence 
SL7? TIL = O 
The smallest root of this equation gives 
v 7 < + A -*•*. — 
/—5 7C2 
J°L\ + P* — *2 * -?r C^ 
°CZ + fi2-oLl + 2ct*g + $ 
/3g — 2 * 2 .-= -*- —47 L2 L+ 
_ _Cj_ J£f _ Al. rtz 7Z± JC± 
_ML./± + _ ^ . 2L11 Kit £j_ + E*\ 
ETt I e>2 e>z L2J ~~ L* l e>* L*J 
M' = jT£££L, a * m 




+, = I c '^ J* \ — — - . (2"70) 
then, 
Mz= - £ , . / ^'f/^-C, (2-71) 
Equations (2-70) and (2-71) are applicable when C and C are both positive. 
i ^ O 
Equations (2-54) and (2-71) can be combined into one equation. Let 
-A = / g
 LZ *' ^ (2-72) 
we have 
7̂ = ^ .Jj£B=H<r (2-73) 
Thus Equations (2-72) and (2-73) define the first solution of the elastic buckling 
moment M. It is to be noted that this elastic buckling moment does not depend on 
the primary flexural rigidity (Elg) of the box beam. This is a consequence of the 
assumption that the deflections in the vertical plane are small and that the primary 
flexural rigidity (EI^) is large when compared with the secondary ridigity (EI«) and 
70 
the uniform torsion constant (C ). If the magnitude of EI~ is not too small when 
compared with EIfc, then a second solution is necessary to include the effect of 
y 
bending in the Y-Z plane. This solution is to be discussed in Chapter HE. 
As an example of how to apply Equations (2-72) and (2-73), consider the 
box section (Figure 1) used in the tests conducted by Moran [1] at Georgia Institute 
of Technology. First, we shall evaluate the constants C , C and C . Taking 
2 
C = -1.2, G/E = 1/3 and E = 30, 000 K/in , we have 
s 
d eCbybifCtnt^a u / (b«bs 4- fep-tw) 




c* - &g :£ff fe^vx^+WB} 
= O- WYo*»93) - «~. 25Yo. n 93) H ^ *&*\Jyftfo.v*L f & ?//-)'r I 
(<o.Z5)0>.ll93)-(/.8o'7Xo*//9^ ^ 
= — 5. IE E (K- //l*) 
71 
_ Q6tf*f-VfrV f I . 
C*~ Cb»t*-hft»)l'*(*"™<* J 
= -;^-f// . 3 ) 6 ^ X 3 ) 
= — 3--2»7 r/zz2) 
Substituting the values of C , C and C. into Equations (2-72) and (2-73), we have 
JLZ+ JZ-
&«>-& + ') 
L* ~ C/87.3P 3s,e*o ~ 0'0°0Z& C{nz> 
W 
A _ I Q.oooa2> - o^4(*> _ / 0.2457 
J (-o.e4Ce)[(-3.5<?X°-°°°28y 0 v ° ' ^ 5 7 
-& =."l.O 
H- O-ol/^-C, (2-74) 
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The value under the radical sign in Equation (2-74) represents the lateral-tor sional 
buckling moment of the box beam under uniform torsion (i .e. without the benefits 
of warping resistance). Equation (2-74) shows that for the box beam shown in 
Figure 1, the benefit of warping resistance is negligible. The resistance due to 
warping is anticipated not to be large. Since in Figure 7 it can be shown that the 
warping resistance of a box section consists of two couples acting in the opposite 
directions. One couple is adding to and the other couple is cancelling out the 
resistance against torsion. But the main reason for the low value of k is because 
this first elastic solution is not exactly accurate. In this particular example EI_ 
4 4 
(2. 08E in ) is not too small when compared to Ely. (13.94E in ). A more accurate 
solution is necessary,therefore, to include the effect of bending in the plane of the 
primary bending moment (YZ plane). The value of the critical moment in kip-
inches is evaluated as follows: 
7ZZ£Xi 
' V 35,ooo ' 
A7 = <7,o)f 8 3 o ) = g 3 o (tc-in) 
Since the elastic lateral-tor sional buckling moment M is much greater than the 
plastic moment (M =207 K-in for f = 36 Ksi) of the box section considered. This 
P y ' 
indicates that the box beam will not buckle in the elastic range. This conclusion had 
been proven by the tests conducted by Moran [1] at Georgia Institute of Technology. 
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CHAPTER m 
THE SECOND SET OF SOLUTIONS IN THE ELASTIC RANGE 
1. An Elastic Solution Considering the Effect of Deflections in the 
Plane of the Primary Bending Moment 
In Appendix B the derivation of Kirehhoffs general equilibrium equations 
for a bent and twisted beam in space has been shown. These equations are given 
in the following. 
r?rir- v<,rz +f=zKzz + vx « ° 
4 £ r + VxTz --l=zK*1r+
 Y* = ° ds 
J ^ + V1jKz<f-VzKzz + Fz = 
^-My<Tz +VZKZ'X -Vy + Mx=o 
d$ - "zK-z* + M*<Tz + *£ + I* = ° 
Mi _ MxkCzx + MtjKzv + Mz^o 
o/S 
In the above equations there are nine unknown quantities namely V , V 
u 
F , M , M , M , K , K andT ' . The first six quantities are the resultant z x y z zx zy z 
internal forces and moments acting on the face of a cross-section. They are 
defined by Equation (B-11) of Appendix B. K and K are the components of 
zx zy 
curvature of the deformed centroidal axis on ZX plane and ZY plane respectively. 
°t is the twist per unit length of the deformed centroidal axis. V , V , F are z x y z 
the components of the resultant external force per unit length of the centroidal 
axis, and M , M , M are the components of the resultant external moment per 
x y z 
unit length of the centroidal axis. If there are provided three additional equations 
correlating these nine unknown quantities, one then has sufficient number of equa-
tions to determine all unknown quantities. In the situation where uniform torsion 
of the beam exists, one can get a solution by assuming 
My — EZyKLzz (3_1) 
Hi — c, *irz 
* 
Since only small deflections are considered, the difference between ds and dz can 
dd djzf 
be neglected. Hence °t = -r- = - p . In the situation where non-uniform torsion 
Z QS QZ 
of the beam exists, the third of Equations (3-1) is replaced by Equation (2-36): 
* 
dz differs from ds only by the square of a small quantity since 
ds-d%- dz -J l i- (ffi - J * ~ jrC^-f. dz 
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d£ - r d ^ + s> ct*/7i Mr, — r* acp — r "• T -j- r 2 dz ""£ dz* 3 dzz 
When a beam is subjected to the action of pure bending moments applied 
at its ends, the potential energy of the beam continues to build up as the moments 
increase gradually in magnitude. When the critical value of the moments is 
reached the potential energy of the beam is at a relative maximum. The equili-
brium position of the beam becomes unstable, the beam will tend to assume a 
new deflected equilibrium position for which the potential energy of the beam 
is less than that of the relative maximum value. One asks now, when will the 
beam under the action of pure bending moments buckle out of its vertical equili-
brium position? That is, when willsuch a variation of the condition from 
djz> d6 
K = 0, — = 0 to a condition where K and -r- do not vanish give a possible 
ZX QZ ZX QZ 
equilibrium form? 
Observing that for pure bending, we have 




















So that the variation gives us the following equations: 
"& + * & - ° 
V-yK-ztj — VxKzx = ° 
d*% _ M _d± -f. ^ %r _ i r 
\ J^-*zK-z%+M*^$- + K=o 
-d£b-MxlCzx+ Mf/lCts =o 
Mx = BT^lCz*f 
** - Ely 1<LZV 
z L' dz uz dz3 c* azi 
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dd 
Eliminating T— from the first and second equations, 
T£ dVx y y d<i> === 0 * c/z rz "jr ^ z 
& • & + * * • & - * 
i d 
±-&m+-t&<v?)'-o 
-£-(Vx*+T5*) = o 
2 2 2 2 
Thus V + V = Constant for z = 0 to z = L. Since V + V = 0 at the ends of 
x y x y 
the beam, it follows that V = V = 0 for z = 0 to z = L. The first three equations 
x y 
of (3-2) are thus identically satisfied. Assuming small deflections, one can write 
(as discussed in Article 3 of Chapter II), 
M = E I K = M x x zy 
Using this equation plus the fifth through the ninth equation of (3-2), one obtains 
the following set of three simultaneous differential equations: 





dZ = "0-4£r)K*z £TX (3-4) 
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»*-c,-&-<±-&'+ c*^m— (3"5) 
These are the governing differential equations for the second set of solutions of 
lateral-torsional buckling of box beams. 
Differentiating Equation (3-4) with respect to z, we have 
•dLz*l% _ J^J r , £
Tff XdKzz. 
dLI* ~ LL BZX
 J diz 
Substituting Equation (3-3) into (3-6), 
['-<'-mi&1&H'-b-<'-i%M&l&-*:& 
(3-6) 
d'lt _nn- JIs-V n \M* - MO- MIL V^tUjj*. 
d'Hz _ , . £^a\( M2- \ H (, BlsL)_nL.d±_ , 3 _ 7 > 
Substituting Equation (3-7) into (3-5), 
Z C'ctZ CZdZ*^U EIX){>ETJ\EI„)™Z ( / ElxJ(
C3)(jfI(• ) d Z 
LX CJ-X C My 
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The factor [l-(l- -M-£&)(-^2-)( £
M^ )] does not always equal 
to zero. Hence, 
n7 = 
J4> a 








£ r X. 
£ 1 , 
Note that while the constants A and B are unitless, the unit of C is equal to in and 
the unit of D is equal to l/Kips. 
Thus, 
M* = 
[c-a-AycrfjY;)] ^ cz d3t> 
(3-9) 
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Substituting Equation (3-9) into (3-7) 
M* 
LC.-O-AXCX-^)] yy ?z d ^ 
[,-O-AXDX-^)]
 dz* O-a-AYDX-^i dzs 
M> 
i v M* JCrWQfcisi d£ ,. ,y i VM\ cz & 
(0dz ^tMHwq* «-^*&)r
 K X- tt -"-^Ipffir „i , dz 
f*xfTjJ[/-o-m(£ij
az £%*%p-<t-m&&] z 
° AX£Zy) dz 
*&-Lc,-<>-KciXlg)+ a-AX^C^j]-^ 
+ {a-AX^-K^-)-o-^^-)C^)- O-tY-g-) 
+<i-tfm(-£)}~&-° 
*& -b - <i-**c»- Qcfifrffi - [a-AX'-ty^ )/•#= 
Since C ^ 0, we have 
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- g " £fC,-0-AXC3 -cY^^-[(l-AY,-B^](^e - (3-10) 
The auxiliary equation of the above differential equation is 
f1 *-lkLC' -0-A^-c^^-hC('-AXl-^CT^fL " ° 
•fifr4- •£ L c, -(i-Atc3 -cXffifi*- ^0-M-8Xj^)]} - ° 
Assuming that^i , ft9, -ft and p are the roots of the second factor of the above 
equation, then the general solution of Equation (3-10) can be written in the form: 
^ - ^ e * '
z + Ate*'
z + Aae*'* +'A4e«ztAs-
It can be easily seen that the constant A represents a rigid body rotation of the 
beam. Since we do not consider support rotations or settlements, there can be no 
rigid body rotation of the beam. Hence A_ = 0, and it follows that the solution of 
o 
the differential equation 
^ - ^ / ^ - ^ ^ 3 - C ) ^ ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ ^ = o _ ( 3 - l l ) 
will be fully sufficient to define the deflected shape of the beam. 
It is to be noted that in the case where EI of the box beam is very large and 
that the ratios EI /EI and C /EI are small enough to be neglected when compared 
82 
to unity; and 1/EI is small enough to be neglected when compared to C /C , one 
can write 
' ( / - A ) - 7 
* (!-&">= 1 
L> c 2 az) 
c3 cz 
(3-12) 
Thus Equation (3-11) is reduced to the following form: 
This is exactly the same equation as Equation (2-45), in which the effect of the 
curvature in the plane of the primary bending moment is not considered. 
EI C. In most practical cases, EI is relatively large and the ratios y, 1, 
x EI EI 
x x 
g j - are rather small so that one can make the following assumptions 
x 
(3-13) 
C-L C. Cz .EI* 
>o 
With these assumptions, one can solve Equation (3-11) following the same procedure 
as discussed in Article 3 of Chapter n . 
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Let 
£>?= I c 2 , & 3 = C: (3-14) 
and let C and C_ be both negative quantities. Hence C2 = -B^ Cg = - B 3 
Equation (3-11) becomes 
&+±^^^^^y^Kfa-^^^^° dz+ e>z Fl^dZ2 &2 £TV 
Let 




a&+*<&+•&+-? dZ (3-16) 
The first solution can be obtained by assuming 
Solution for this case leads to Equation (2-52): 
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n ~ TT^ 2 * / 7 ^ 
from which, 
i(,_AX,_e^_-3«a1L:c,«,_^x%.M,_igj-£ 
gftM**- ̂ , - ^ J . £/i; - $1 
M - / •^W-
_£L - JEf 
0 2 A
2 




JLZ _ _̂ v 
^c, = /"r ~r ZT~ (3-17) 
^/^^[(^M^-a-e)] 
M; = (4')j***ji%.ct (3-18) 
2 , 
As it has been discussed in Article 3 of Chapter n , the condition a - (3 < 0 does 
not lead to a solution of the critical buckling moment. This is an indication that the 
box beam is at a state of stable equilibrium. 
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Another solution for M can be obtained by assuming C and C_ to be both 
di O 
positive and recognizing the validity of Equations (3-13). Now that 
C 2 = B 2 ' C 3 ' B 3 -
Equation (3-11) can be rewritten as 
• $ - ip> ~ ('-***-^&> - i/w-^i* -
Let 
K-^c,-fl-itoa-oygj 
'P't - -^.U-KXl-to-jlj-l >o 
(3-19) 
We have 
ctz4 * dz2 P** 
(3-20) 
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M't C^J^-c, (3-22) 
Equations (3-21) and (3-22) are applicable when C and C are both positive. Again, 
Equations (3-18) and (3-22) can be combined into one equation by letting 
-£' = 






M* = (^yJ^M^L.c, (3-24) 
Equations (3-23) and (3-24) define the second solution of the elastic buckling load 
M' , in which the effect of the bending curvature in the ZY pi ane is included. Note 
that if one observes the validity of Equations (3-12), then Equations (3-23) and (3-24) 
will be reduced to the form of Equations (2-72) and (2-73), which are the governing 
equations of the solution in which the effect of the bending curvature in the ZY plane 
is not considered. 
It is to be noted also that if the ratio EI /EI is approaching to unity, the 
value of k ' and therefore the critical buckling moment M ' approach infinity. 
This means that for a box beam in which EI = EI , lateral torsional buckling will 
y x' 
not occur under the action of pure bending moments. 
Applying Equations (3-23) and (3-24) to the box beam shown in Figure 1, we 
have 
X * — / 3 . 9 * Cin^. , Ij = e.oQ (/n4) 
C, = 3.770- Cst-ssi2) > Cz= -S./2E (Xi-in
4) 




&—& = * ? £ ? - r*.**#>- o.-j £TX /3.94-B 
C = ct _ S./2E _ _ o . 3^-7 r^'TZ2) 
i" la: /3.<)-+E 
Cz -5.I2E 3 cn 
L* cz 
%o-*)[(os-,cyfc+<f-i»] 
(O. ooa28> - Q* F4&) 
(-O.Z4(0)(o.&sO[-C3.oZ$)(o.oo°Z&)+ <=>'<?'J 
= r - O. £4Sj*^ -I -°'
 ?4*?.2 = /./3£ 
•C- o. z/o) Co. <?o9) V - o . / 9/ 
M'= (/./ZSy™^^'?, = (/-/36X83o)= 944 CX-/TI) 
Thus a more accurate solution shows that when both the existence of warping resis-
tence and the effect of bending in the Y-Z plane are considered, the critical buckling 
moment is 13.5% more than that for the case in which the box beam is under uniform 
torsion. In this particular example, the more accurate critical moment is 944 (K-in) 
compared to 830 (K-in) as obtained at the end of Article 3 of Chapter II. 
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CHAPTER IV 
LATERAL-TORSIONAL BUCKLING OF BOX BEAMS 
IN THE INELASTIC RANGE 
1. Introductibil to the Inelastic Solution 
Except for the fact that stress and strain have exceeded the elastic limit 
in part of the cross-section, the assumptions cited for the elastic solutions are 
applicable for the inelastic solution. In addition, i t shall be assumed that the 
stress-strain diagram of the material is as shown in Figure 20. This is the 
typical idealized stress-strain curve adopted in the theoretical works of plastic 
design of structural steels [ 3 ] . The stress-strain curve is assumed to be the 
same in tension and compression. If the material is loaded beyond the elastic 
limit and the stress is reversed slightly, the material will respond elastically 
with a modulus equal to the Young1 s modulus (E). Although the occurrence of 
strain hardening is a possibility, it has been shown [8] that it is reasonable to 
assume that the stresses may nowhere exceed the yield stress fy. The strain 
distribution is assumed to be linear across a vertical cross-section of the box 
beam. 
In the classical theory of elastic stability it is assumed that, when the 
critical load is reached, buckling occurs while the load remains constant. In 
the inelastic range, however, it is difficult to give a clear cut definition to the 
critical load. When yielding has occurred under the action of the primary bending 
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Strain hardening 
Figure 20. Idealized Stress-Strain Curve. 
moment before lateral deflection takes place, one has to determine exactly what 
is meant by the critical bending moment. In principle, the problem of inelastic 
buckling of beams is analogous to the problem of inelastic buckling of perfectly 
straight columns. In the column problem, if it is assumed that the column re-
mains straight until a certain critical load is reached and then buckling occurs 
under constant load, the critical load is given by the reduced—modulus formula 
of Von Karman [39]. Shanley [40] has shown, however, that this is not the 
smallest load at which the column can assume a deflected position. He stipulates 
that lateral deflections can occur with increasing load at a value given by the tan-
gent modulus formula of Engesser. He concludes that the true buckling load lies 
somewhere between the tangent modulus load and the reduced modulus load. 
In the problem of lateral-torsional buckling of beams under pure bending, 
by analogy, one can define a lower-bound critical bending moment at which lateral 
deflection and twist can occur with increasing bending moment and define an upper-
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bound critical bending moment at which, if no previous lateral deflection has 
occurred, the beam can buckle lateral-torsipnally under constant bending moment. 
The true buckling moment will lie somewhere between the lower and upper critical 
moments. 
Neal [5] and Wittrick [6] have shown that for a solid rectangular beam 
made of annealed mild steel whose stress-strain curve is as shown in Figure 21, 
the difference between the lower and upper critical pure bending moments is very 
small, being of the order of 0.5 %. Experiments conducted by Neal [5] have veri-
fied that the true buckling moments fall very close to the theoretical upper-bound 
critical moment. Wittrick later demonstrated that Neal's conclusion can hold 
true only for the particular material which has the kind of stress-strain diagram 
in which the material exhibits a high ratio of upper to lower yield stress. He has 
further shown that for material which does not exhibit a pronounced upper yield 
stress (such as aluminum alloy), the difference between the lower-bound and upper-
bound critical moments is quite appreciable (being of the order of 5% for aluminum 
alloy over a large part of the range considered). It is felt that this is also true 
( A is in the order of 1.4 
for annealed mild steel.) 
— - e 
Figure 21. Stress-Strain Curve of Annealed Mild Steel. 
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for other more complicated sections than the simple rectangular section. More-
over, the lower-bound critical moment gives a slightly conservative estimate of 
the true buckling moment and thus bears greater practical significance than the 
upper-bound critical moment. For these reasons, this paper is restricted to the 
search of a lower-bound solution for the critical buckling moment. 
2. An Approximate Lower-Bound Solution of Inelastic 
Lateral-Torsional Buckling of Box Beams 
It can be seen by the works of Wittrick [6] that a more exact lower bound 
solution (considering unloading of some yielded portion) is rather involved and 
tedious, and that the resulting accuracy does not warrant the amount of labor. 
The idea of Figure 22 was first proposed by Galambos [8]. In these figures are 
shown schematically the load—deflection curves for box beams failing by lateral 
buckling in the inelastic range. Figure 22a shows two possible deflection configu-
rations into which a box beam under pure bending may deform. In the first possible 
configuration, the only deformation is the vertical deflection v, as the moment is 
increased from zero to M . If no lateral buckling were to occur, the curve 
would follow the broken line portion until it would approach the full plastic moment 
of the cross-section. During the entire course of this curve the beamfs vertical 
axis would remain vertical and parallel to the plane of the primary bending moment. 
The second possible configuration represents the buckled form of the box beam. 
The corresponding deformations are the vertical deflection v, the lateral deflection 
u, and the rotation 4. Bifurcation of the equilibrium position occurs at the critical 
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Figure 22. Schematic Moment-Deflection Curves 
(Due to Galambos [8]). 
moment M , in which M is above the elastic limit moment ]VL . The cross-cr cr Ty 
section moves from its undeflected position to an infinitesimally close buckled 
position, and the deflection curve deviates from its original course because of 
lateral buckling. The beam will still be able to sustain a certain amount of in-
crease in moment until the point M is reached (Figure 22b), after which 
max 
initiation of unloading indicates failure. In solving the problem of inelastic late-
ral buckling of wide-flange beams, Galambos [8] has shown that M can be used 
cr 
as a lower bound to the maximum moment. This lower bound moment is computed 
on the basis that, at buckling, no previously yielded fibers will unload elastically, 
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and that additional deformation is resisted by the unyielded elastic core of the 
cross-section. The critical moment M corresponds to the tangent modulus 
cr 
load of axially loaded columns failing in the inelastic range [35], By an analogy 
that the tangent modulus load is taken as the critical load for axially loaded 
column, the moment M causing initiation of lateral buckling of a box beam 
under pure bending is taken as the critical moment at which the moment capacity 
of the box beam is reached. 
It has been demonstrated [5, 6, 8] that with proper modification of the 
stiffness coefficients (EI , EI , C , C and C ) the buckling equations for the 
x y 1 a o 
elastic range can be applicable in the inelastic range. For an approximate lower 
bound M , these coefficients will be modified according to the assumptions cited 
in the previous paragraph. 
The Buckling Equations 
For a box beam under pure bending, one uses the more accurate elastic 
solution which is represented by Equations (3-23) and (3-24), namely, 
mr.cj_ i — 
M ! L* + Ct //gyz* 
" " - / c a-A)[(c3-c)-§+o-e>)] J £-*
 c> 
By letting r S •= E I , x x 
S = E I , 
y y 
the above equation can be rearranged in the following manner: 
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M* -
J LC/l ~ 
X\zfX,\t, Ci /JL)f/5y r 
(r*){J c ?——mm- s*-c , -%-tO-A)[(Ca- C)(ff(^\«-a)] 
m+ mmm^ 
lD 
M* = n raj- \ctA^rJMr^J- * 'J (4_1} 
§io-A)[o-sx^c3-cy0^f] 
in which r is the radius of gyration of the rail cross-section, taken about the 
secondary bending axis. Equation (4-1) expresses the elastic critical bending 
moment interns of the slenderness ratio L/r of the box beam. This equation 
can be further expanded as follows. 
^ • 0 M K ' ^ 
Assuming that (1-A)^ 0 and (1-BV 0, we have 
4 
t_2_j_ 














Figure 23. Partially Yielded Cross-Sections of A Box Beam. 
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(4-3) 
(4-4) 
The larger root given by Equation (4-4) determines the critical value of L / r y . 
With proper modification of the stiffness coefficients, Equation (4-4) can be appli-
cable in the inelastic range. 
One must be cautioned in using Equation (4-4) that this equation is only 
applicable as long as the flanges of the box beam have not fully yielded. This is 
because that if the flanges are not fully yielded, the remaining elastic core (see 
unshaded area of Figure 23a) still constitutes a closed box section. The non-
uniform torsion differential equation [Equation (2-36j| with which Equation (4-4) 
is derived, is still applicable if one substitutes ( l -a ) ' t for t (a<l) in computing 
the constants C and C . To use Equation (4-4), one would first choose a to be 
some positive number which is less than 1. Once a is chosen, one determines 
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the stress distribution (see Figure 23a), from which M is calculated. Next, 
KJL, 
modified stiffness coefficients (S , S , C , C and G ) are computed based on 
x y X di o 
the assumption that resistance to lateral-torsional buckling in the inelastic range 
is furnished by the unyielded elastic core of the cross-section. Substituting M 
L i 
and the modified coefficients into Equations (4-2) and (4-3), we obtain the factors 
p and p , which are then substituted into Equation (4-4) for computing the critical 
X. di 
value of L/r . 
When the flanges of the box beam are fully yielded, the warping resistance 
of the remaining elast ic core i s provided by two narrow rectangular sections (see 
Figure 23b). It is well known that the warping resistance of a narrow rectangular 
section is equal to zero [4]. The non-uniform torsion differential equation is now 
given by Equation (2-3), namely 
Mz = C,-& (4-5) 
* 
The constant C is the uniform torsion coefficient of the box section. According 
to Neal [5 ] , the amount of yielding has no effect on the value of C at the start of 
lateral buckling, so that the full elastic value of C , which is given by Equation 
(2-4), can be used for substitution into the buckling equations. The buckling prob-
lem is now governed by Equations (3-3), (3-4) and (4-5). Neal [4] presented the 
solution to this problem without a derivation (The derivation of his solution is given 
in Appendix C). 
* 
It is also referred to as St. Venant's torsional stiffness. 
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His solution can be rearranged into the following formulae: 
Me _ / 7 / tee** c <*= r,^r,-n 1 / * 'C' <4-6) 
(A\ = 7E / Z
2£^-C, _ _ (4-7) 
I *1iIcA 7} -Hen. V <'-*)(/-&) 
in which A and B are defined by Equations (3-8) and r is the radius of gyration 
of the original unyielded box section about the Y-axis . Equations (4-6) and (4-7) 
will be applicable once the flanges of the box beam are fully yielded. In using 
Equation (4-7), one would follow the same procedure as it has been explained in 
using Equation (4-4). 
The Effective Stiffness Coefficients S , S , CL, C0 and C' x y 2 3 2_ 
Once the amount of yielding over the cross-section of a box beam is known 
(or assumed), the effective value of S and S can be easily determined according 
to the shape of the remaining elastic core. If yielding has not yet covered the 
entire flanges of the box section, C_ and G can be computed according to the 
remaining elastic core using Equations (2-33) and (2-34). If yielding has extended 
beyond the flange-web junctions, then the coefficients C and C are no longer 
Li O 
applicable, rather only coefficient C is now useful. In each step, the computed 
values of these coefficients are substituted back to the correct buckling equations, 
which are valid in that particular instant, for computing M or (L/rv) . 
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The Uniform Torsion Coefficient C 
Neal [5] has demonstrated an argument theoretically and experimentally, 
that, if a beam has partially yielded under the action of pure bending moments, 
the torsional coefficient C remains at its elastic value independent of the amount 
of yielding. For a complete discussion in this paper, Neal's argument is given 
as follows. 
It has been postulated in the theory of plasticity that each component of 
strain at any point in a yielded body may be regarded as the sum of an elastic 
strain which is calculable according to elastic laws and is recoverable upon re-
moval of the load, and a plastic strain which develops under the action of the 
applied stress system in accordance with certain criteria of plastic flow. When 
an increment of load is applied, the stress and strain change instantaneously 
according to the elastic laws, and then the material flows plastically in a manner 
governed by the changed stress system. It is assumed that the increment of load 
causes the body to remain yielded, so that the stress components must continue 
to obey some criterion for yield (for example, the Von Mises Hypothesis of con-
stant elastic shear strain energy). With the above considerations, Hill, Lee and 
Tupper [41] showed, in discussing the theory of combined elastic and plastic 
deformation, that the differential relations between shear stress and shear strain 
in a yielded body are given by the following equations: 
G dt^ = cLTx<, -h T . oLT^ (4-8) 
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GoL YyZ = dL T?z + °tyz ' <± K - (4-9) 
CoLTiz'—' ci Tzz + ~?zz - ^ A - (4-10) 
In Equations (4-8), (4-9) and (4-10), the first term on the right-hand side corres-
ponds to a recoverable elastic strain increment and the second term corresponds 
to an irrecoverable plastic strain increment. The term dXis a non-dimensional 
proportionality introduced into the equation to express the degree of plastic flow. 
G is the shear modulus of rigidity. 
Conceive now that a prismatic bar partially yielded under the action of 
pure bending moments, is subjected to a small twisting moment about its longi-
tudinal axis. In the yielded regions the shear stresses^-' and °t^ are negli-
gibly small, so that we can neglect them from Equations (4-8) and (4-9). Hence 
Q cL > i y = dL f ^ _ (4-11) 
GdYm = dTyz " — <
4~12) 
The equation of equilibrium in the direction of the Z-axis is 
jz "*" Jx J-a 
It can be shown that \ g = 0, such that 
the above equation is reduced to the following form; 
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^TzZ i ZTlfZ _ o : (4-13) 
One can see now that Equations (4-11), (4-12) and (4-13) are exactly the same 
equations governing the problem of •elastic torsion of prismatic bars. It follows 
therefore that the uniform torsion coefficient C retains its elastic value. 
Part of NealTs experimental work involved applying small twisting moments 
to rectangular mild steel bars, which were already subjected to the action of pure 
bending moments. Flexural and torsional deformations were recorded at each 
increment of twisting moment. In two of his tests, the bars were entirely elastic, 
and in two other tests the bars had been partially yielded before the application of 
torsional moment. Test results showed that, in all cases, there was no sign of 
creep in the torsion readings during these tests, and when the applied twisting 
moments were removed the permanent set in rotational deformation was negligible. 
This was an indication that no appreciable amount of plastic flow had occurred. 
The greatest difference of the value of C calculated between any two test results 
was about 1/3 of one percent. Considering the probability of contributing errors 
due to random sampling, Neal concluded that there was no reason to suppose that 
the value of C changed because of partial yielding, and that if in fact there was 
a change, it was negligibly small. 
NeaPs work dealt with the problem of lateral-torsional buckling of pris-
matic bars. This problem is analogous to the problem of lateral-torsional buckling 
of rectangular box beams. Moreover, the assumptions with which Equations (4-8), 
(4-9) and (4-10) are derived, apply equally well to the type of stress strain curve 
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(Figure 20) used in this paper. It is logical, therefore, to incorporate Neal's 
argument in the inelastic solution of lateral-torsidnal buckling of rectangular box 
beams. 
In summary, due to the complications created by a partially yielded con-
dition, no simple, explicit equation is obtained for the critical buckling mome*nt 
in the inelastic range. The method of solution is a numerical one, involving two 
sets of equations. The first set of equations [Equations (4-1) through (4-4)] is 
applicable if the flanges of the box beam are not yet fully yielded. The second 
set of equations [Equations (4-6) and (4-7)] are applicable if yielding has extended 
beyond the flange-web junctions. Examples of the utilization of these two sets of 
equations will be discussed in the next Article. 
3. Numerical Examples 
The M versus (L/r ) curves of three particular box sections are cr x y'cr 
illustrated in Figures 24, 25a and 26. The box section shown in Figure 24 is 
similar to the box section used in Moran's experiments. The (L/r ) ratio for 
this section at first yield is 1750. As yielding progresses toward the neutral axis 
of the section, the (L/ry) ratio increases rapidly. This is an indication that the 
J OX 
box beam is becoming more stable against lateral-torsional buckling as the moment 
is increased above the first yield moment value. The box section shown in Figure 
25a has about the same area and M as that of a W8 x 31 section. The (L/rt.) 
p y'cr 
ratio for this box section at first yield is equal to 4000. Again, the (L/rv) ratio 
y cr 
increases rapidly as the moment is increased above the first yield moment value. 
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The buckling curve of a W8 x 31 beam under pure bending is shown in Figure 25b. 
This curve is taken from the work of Galambos [8] and is shown here for the pur-
pose of comparison with the box beam shown in Figure 25a. From these two figures 
it can be shown that a box beam is much stronger against lateral-tor sional buckling 
than a wide-flange beam of comparable area and M . The box section in Figure 26 
is intended to show the exceptional strength a box section may have against lateral-
tor sional buckling. The I'v/Ix ratio of this section is as small as 2%. The L / r 
ratio at first yield is 575. There is a slight decrease of the (L/r ) ratio when 
the moment i s increased above the f irs t yield moment value. But once the moment 
is increased to more than 0.92 M , the (L/r ) ratio increases rapidly again. 
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Figure 24. M Versus (L/r ) Curve of Box Beam Shown in Upper Right Hand Corner. 
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Figure 25a. M Versus (L/r ) Curve of Box Beam Shown in Upper Right Hand Corner. 
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Figure 25b. M c r Versus (^Ay)cr Curve of A W«x31 Beam Subjected to Pure Bending 
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Figure 26. M ^ Versus {'L/v)n^ Curve of Box Beam Shown in Upper Right Hand Corner. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 
The problem of lateral torsional buckling of box beams has been solved 
in this dissertation. Solutions have been obtained both in the elastic and in the 
inelastic range. A solution in the elastic range is derived neglecting the effect 
of deflections in the plane of the primary bending moment. This solution is 
represented by Equations (2-72) and (2-73). A second solution in the elast ic 
range is derived considering the effect of deflections in the plane of the primary 
bending moment. This solution is represented by Equations (3-23) and (3-24). 
The solution in the inelastic range is a numerical one, involving two sets of 
equations. The first set consists of Equation (4-1) through Equation (4-4). These 
equations are applicable if the flanges of the box section are not yet fully yielded. 
The second consists of Equations (4-6) and (4-7). This set of equations is appli-
cable if yielding has extended beyond the flange-web junctions. Numerical exam-
ples have been given in the form of M versus L / r curves as shown in 
r cr cr y 
Figures 24, 25 and 26. 
Three conclusions of practical usefulness can be drawn from the work of 
this dissertation. 
(1) A box beam with an unsupported length conceivable in practical appli-
cations generally does not buckle lateral-torsionally under the action of pure 
bending moments. In Figure 26 it is seen that with an I /I ratio as small as 
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0.02, the lowest L /r„ ratio is equal to 400, corresponding to a buckling moment 
equal to 0.92 M . 
p 
(2) Unlike a wide-flange beam, a box beam does not gradually lose its 
strength against lateral-torsional buckling due to penetration of yielding over the 
cross-section. A box beam can become more stable against lateral-torsional 
buckling if the moment is artificially increased above the value at first yield. * 
An explanation for this phenomenon can be given as follows: It was shown at the 
end of Article 1 of Chapter HI that the lateral stability of a box beam is to a large 
degree controlled by the I /I ratio of the section. The I_ A ratio of the elastic 
core of a partially yielded box beam increases rapidly as yielding spreads gradu-
ally from the outer fibers toward the neutral axis of the cross-section. The 
increased value of the I /I ratio results in the increase of lateral stability of 
the box beam in the inelastic range. 
Only for box sections with a very small I y / l x ratio (Figure 26) does the 
lateral stability of the section show a small decrease after yielding has begun. 
This small decrease of lateral stability will be recovered since the L./l_ ratio 
will be on the increase once yielding has penetrated to a certain extent; eventually, 
the section will gain more stability as the applied moment approaches the plastic 
moment of the cross-section. 
(3) Since lateral-torsional buckling is not likely to occur, the stability of 
a box beam subject to pure bending is mainly controlled by local buckling of the 
* 
Obviously, it will fail in lateral-torsional buckling in the elastic range before 
any yielding. 
I l l 
compression flange. This conclusion is evident also in the experiments carried 
out by Moran [1] and Leddick [30]. In practically all of their tests of box beams 
with unusually long unsupported span lengths, failure of the box beams was 
initiated by local buckling of the compression flange. 
Finally, there are two exceptional cases of box sections governed by the 
following conditions: 
b l - b t = 0 f f ww 
h t - b t . = 0 
f w w f 
In either case, the torsion of the box section is reduced to a case of uniform 
torsion. The critical buckling moment is given by Equation (4-6) and the critical 
value of L /r is given by Equation (4-7). At the end of Chapter n, it was shown cr y 
that the effect of warping on the lateral stability of the box beam is very small. 
The writer recommends that the effect of warping can be neglected in determining 
the lateral stability of box beams. The result will be conservative. 
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APPENDIX A 
WARPING OF A RECTANGULAR BOX SECTION 
UNDER THE CONDITION OF UNIFORM TORSION 
The problem of uniform torsion of thin-walled rectangular box beams was 
solved by Williams [20] using the so called semi-inverse method due to St. Venant 
and Bredt. Timoshenko [19] presented solutions by the same method, in the case 
of uniform torsion of open sections. The material contained in this Appendix is 
due to Timoshenko and Williams. It is given here for a complete discussion. 
Let it be assumed that the deformations of a twisted rectangular box beam 
as shown in Figure 5 consists i) of rotations of cross-sections of the beam as in 
the case of a circular bar under uniform torsion and ii) of warping displacements 
of the cross-section which are the same for all cross-sections under the condition 
of uniform torsion. 
Taking the origin of coordinates at an end section (Figure 5), the displace-
ments corresponding to rotation of the cross-section are 
^ = — 'a-2* V. 
v = ez >% 
where u is the displacement of a point in the X-direction and v is the displacement 
of the same point in the Y-direction. 9 = 6#/dz is the unit twist along the rotation 
axis Z. The value of 0 is a constant in the case of uniform torsion. Thus 0° z 
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gives the angle of rotation -(j6) at a distance z from the origin. 
It is further assumed that the warping of the cross-section is defined by 
W = 6 • (fCZ,^ j*. 
where w is the warping displacement parallel to the longitudinal axis (Z) 
of the beam. 
Substituting these displacements into the fundamental relationships between 
strains and displacements [19], we obtain 
if- — ^u — a 
€<< = 22L 
6z = JZ " 
>iy == Jx ^ m 
^XZ e 




*z n Jz L Jit J 
since 
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X 0+Jf)(/-2Jj) 1+1/ *• 
<?« = ira e + V — (/+}/)(/-ZJS) t+V * 
<y„ _ 3££ e + —£—e2 
%LV= <*y*y 
*t*9.= &yvz vz 
°^zz " -G-yzx 
where 
we have, 
» £ * i- €<$ +• £ 
r 6-% = o 
* * -
<rz » o 




The equation of equilibrium without body force can be written as 
*GT% 3TKy ZTxz 
2% "*" P-y «?Z 
"57 ^2 ^ 
= : tf 
ss> O 
2^* , ^^2 -f P^yz ~ 0 
"Sz" ^ ^ 
Substituting with the expressions for s t resses , it can be shown that the 
first and second of the equilibrium equations are indentically satisfied and the 
third equation becomes 
Ge£2 + Gfl^.o 
Since 8 does not vanish for the entire.length of the beam, we have 
2fse+4!£. = 0 
^ * * ^ ^ 2 
(A-l) 
Thus the function^with which one defined the warping displacement must 
satisfy Equation (A-l). 
The boundary conditions under the condition of no body force can be 
written as follows. 
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G^COZCNX) + 'TTxxj eosC-KY) + ^>^cosfW"Z) — o 
\ GyCosCtfr)* t\fz CoSC/VZ) + TxyCoSCMXD => o, 
GzCos(tfZ) + "rxzCosCWX) + Tt/ZCoSCMY) = O 
where N represents the normal direction at a point on the boundary (Figure 27). 
Figure 27. Relationship Between the Normal and the 
Rectangular Coordinates at the Boundary. 







Substituting these values into the boundary equations, one finds that the first two 
of the boundary conditions are identically zero, and the third gives 
Gei^x " y]C0S<"X)+ Ge[$£ + *]coscj*£> = o 
Since _^L = ^L.2£. + -£l.dl 
- ZICOSCNX) + ^LcoSQMY) 
the boundary condition remains 
-22. - -J/. Cos (NX1 - XrCoS CATJT) (A-2) 
Thus the problem of torsion reduces to the problem of finding a function's atisfy-
ing Equation (A-1) and the boundary condition (A-2). In the case of a thin-walled 
hollow cylinder the variation of the warping displacement w across the thickness 
of the wall can be neglected. Only its variation along the wall in the s-direction 
needs to be considered, as shown in Figure 28. From the definition introduced 
for warping displacements, we have 
2*L _ Q. -12. 
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Consider the difference of the warping displacements between any two 
points Q and R in the cross-section, we have 
^-^-l^*-*^* M-3) 
Figure 28. Relationship Between Arc Length and the 
Rectangular Coordinates at the Boundary. 
From equation (A-1) one finds that y(x,y) has continuous second deriva-
tions and satisfies the Laplace equation. It follows that the conjugate function 
^(x,y) of y(x,y) exists and also satisfies the Laplace equation and that^(x,y) is 
given by the Cauchy-Riemann equations [31]. Thus 
r w _ 2k 
23 
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The condition of^(x,y) on the boundary is determined as follows. From 
Figure 28, we have 
' CosQMX) = -4T~ d S 
Cos(NY) = dX ds 







ay 'ax , P<P ay _ ^ ^ * , <av. a* 









py a* . ay P * 
P% as p«/ Ps 
-
P V <}# M-it 
P # o)"^ Pg Prt. 
^ t -Ps i-n 
Furthermore, from Equation (A-2), we have 
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2±- 4,.-d*L +.x.^l*_ 
2& ~~ * c/S T * <SS 
^ ->(Xz+*:f
z) - Cv^uJbxsrJL = (A-4) 
Equation (A-4) must hold true at all points along the boundary. 
Let 
-q,^ ^ - -±-(xz+1/2) — <A-5> 
then £ must be constant along the boundary. 
Differentiating Equation (A-5) by n, and with reference to Figure 29, we 
have 
J£t = ^ + J-.J-Cr*) 
J7i <?7i 2 Jn 




where r and p are the respective distances of the origin O from any point P in 
* 
the boundary and of the origin O from the tangent to the boundary at P; j3is then 
the angle between OP and the tangent at P (Figure 29). From Equation (A-3), 
The origin O shall be chosen coincident with the shear center of the cross-
section. 
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\ / / 
we have 
Figure 290 Defining the Relative Position of 
A Point at the Boundary, 
*R-™<K - - . < an ds 
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W i - ^ - - e J ( ^ 5 f + f) .̂ 
(A-6) 
For a multiply connected region with i closed boundries, the function"^"must be 
constant at each boundary. Thus 
?/ = -k: 
where k. is the constant value of the function!?" at the ith boundary. In the case of 
a box section as shown in Figure 6, we have 
% "-'-ft, 
where Tp" is the value at the inner boundary andtj" is the value at the outer boundary. 
k and k are some constants. Now that the wall of the box section is thin one can 
arbitrarily choose ff̂  = 0, and approximately express 
2n t (A-7) 
This is legitimate as only the quantity j ^ is important. Thus 
vk-W+---eft (*-$. + .J*.**] 
•wfc- v* = - eftf^- + z A' J (A-9) 
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in which A is the area included between the periphery QR as defined by the mean 
curve between the inner and outer boundaries and the terminal radii. 
To determine the value ^ , one finds that on integrating completely round 
the boundary, 
•Wk-Wa = 0 = -e§j£d* 
where <f represents the integral along a closed boundary. Since 6 is not identically 
zero, we have 
h^r^r* *dsi = 





where A is total area enclosed by the box periphery. Applying Equation (A-10) to 
the box section as shown in Figure 6, we have 
-qr _, Zhw^f ^ _ tfohfittotf (A-ll) 
' M+^g+JbL. Cb^f + bftn) 
Tf "CYJ t f Tvv J 
And considering the difference of warping displacements between points D and E 
in Figure 6, we have, when using Equations (A-6) and (A-7) and recognizing that 
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s is negative in passing from E to D, 
wD - *4 = _ 9 j'C-in-





b^t^f'tf^} -—— (A-i2) 
Similarly, 
* 
""-"'-'{-ty&T&fr]- — (A-13) * 
Adding Equations (A-12) and (A-13) we obtain 
MTH - W£ - o 
So that points H and E and therefore also points F and G remain in the same plane 
which is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis Z of the box beam0 It is also evi-
dent from Equations (A-8) and (A-11) that the warping displacement varies 
•Equations (A-12) and (A-13) were obtained by Williams [20], 
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linearly from E to D and from D to H, etc. One can now conclude that points D 
and C are displaced out of the plane of the cross-section by an equal and opposite 
amount of warping displacement. By symmetry, one can conclude that points B 
and A have identical displacements as points D and C respectively. In Figure 30 
is shown a schematic picture of the relative warping displacements of a box sec-
tion under unifDrm torsion (assuming that b t > b t V. The rotational displacement 
of the box section is omitted from the figure. 
& : 
•H, 
Figure 30. Warping Displacements of A Box Beam 
Due to Uniform Torsion (b t > bft ). 
It is of interest to point out a special case of torsion of box beams in which 
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b t„ = b„t c It is seen from Equations (A-12) and (A-13) that under this condition w f f w 
we shall obtain the following results: 
w D - w E - o 
and 
wH-wD = o 
Thus points H, D and E (Figure 10) remain in the same plane as they were before 
loadingo Since warping displacement varies linearly from H to D and from D to E, 
the entire qfuadrant of the box beam therefore remains in the same plane This 
result is also obtained for the other three quadrants. One can conclude therefore, 
that for box beams with b t = b.t there is no warping of the cross-section under 
w f f w 
torsion i. e. plane cross-sections remain plane before and after the application of 
torsional moment. The reason that warping of the cross-section does not occur 
is that the shear deformations in the planes of the four plates are equal to each 
other. The possibility that this case of torsion may occur has been cited in the 
discussions of Article 2 of Chapter I (Figure 3). 
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APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF KmGHHOFF^ EQtnLIBRltJM EQUATIONS 
OF A BENT AND TWISTED BEAM 
In finding a solution of lateral-torsional buckling of box beams considering 
the effect of deflections in the plane of the primary bending moment, one has to 
make use of Kirchhoff s [38,39] equilibrium equations of a bent and twisted beam 
in space. Although Kirchhoff s equations have been known, due to reasons of 
notations and sign conventions and for the purpose of a complete discussion, the 
derivation of these equations is given in this appendix. 
To derive Kirchhoff s equations, one has to establish the relationships 
between the components of curvature of a space curve with respect to a set of 
moving axes whose origin moves along the space curve at unit velocity (Figure 34). 
Consider a space curve as shown in Figure 31 at any point A, one can construct 
the Unit Tangent Vector u. 
- • 
•+ dr 
U = - j — ds 
where r represents the directional vector of the space curve and s represents the 
arc length of the space curve. The curvature K of the space curve at any point A 
is a function of the arc length s and is defined by 
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Unit Principal Normal Vector 
Space Curve 
Unit Tangent Vector 
Figure 31. Coordinate System for A Space Curve. 
where pis the Unit Principal Normal Vector at point A; By this definition one 
can see that the magnitude of the Principal Normal Vector at A is equal to the 
curvature of the space curve at A. If K f 0, u and du/ds are two orthogonal 
vectors. The positive direction of the Principal Normal Vector is taken to be 
pointing toward the center of curvature of the space curve. With respect to the 
Unit Tangent Vector u and the Unit Principal Normal Vector p, one can define 
the Unit Binormal Vector b at any point on the space curve as 
b = u x p 
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' - ¥ - * • - ¥ 
such that the vectors u, p and b constitute a right-handed triple of orthogonal unit 
vectors (Figure 31). 
Since the Principal Normal Vector of a space curve is not always easily 
defined, one shall consider the curvature of a space curve in a different manner. 
Consider now that the origin of a set of three orthogonal axes X, Y, z is 
moving along a space curve at unit velocity. Suppose that the Z-axis is always 
tangent to the curve but the other two axes X and Y may or may not coincide with 
the directions of the Principal Normal Vector and the Binormal Vector respectively 
(Figure 32). Then across an infinitesimal arc length ds, the instantaneous angular 
speed (dĵ  /ds) with which the ZX plane rotates about the Y-axis gives the compo-
nent of curvature of the space curve on the ZX plane. This component of curvature 
* 
can be represented by the magnitude of a velocity vector which is pointing in the 
positive direction of the Y-axis. In the case of a plane curve, for instance, if one 
b.Y. 
B.V. = Binormal Vector 
P. N. V. = Principal Normal Vector 
Figure 32. Relationship Between Unit Vectors 
and Moving Axes on A Space Curve. 
*It is a velocity vector which defines the instantaneous rate with which the ZX plane 
is rotating about the Y-axis. 
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considers that the Z-axis and the X-axis are chosen to be coincident with the 
Tangent Vector and the Principal Normal Vector respectively, then this velocity 
vector acts in the direction of the Binormal Vector (Figure 33). Similarly, the 
instantaneous angular speed (djtf Ms) with which the ZY plane rotates about the X-
axis gives the component of curvature of the space curve on the ZY plane. This 
component of curvature can be represented by the magnitude of a velocity vector 
acting in the positive direction of the X-axis. The resultant of these two vectors 
gives the curvature of the space curve. Notice that the resultant vector acts in 
the direction of the Binormal Vector of the space curve at the point of discussion. 
It is also to be noted that as the set of axes X, Y, Z moves along the space curve 
in unit velocity, the XY plane is rotating about the Z-axis. The instantaneous 
speed of this rotation (dfrf /ds) is called the twist of the curve. 
z 
Next, one shall establish the kinematic relations among the components 
of curvature and the twist of the space curve. Let X, Y, Z be a set of orthogonal 
Figure 33. Coordinate System for A Plane Curve. 
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faxed ft Tie 
AB 
Moving axes X, Y, Z move along 
space curve at unit velocity. 
' i r / rr I Fixed axesX' , .Y , Z 
Unit vectors which do not vary 
Figure 34. Relationship Between A Set of Fixed Axes in Space and A Set 
of Moving Axes on A Space Curve. 
axes whose origin moves along the space curve at unit velocity. The axis Z is 
always tangent to the space curve. The other two axes X and Y may or may not 
coincide with the Principal Normal Vector and Binormal Vector respectively 
(Figure 34). At point O on the space curve, the set of moving axes X, Y, Z 
may have taken up the positions X , Y , Z . But at an arbitrary point O, the 
- » 
positions of the axes are designated by X, Y, Z. Let Rbe any vector in space 
and u, v, w be its components projected on the moving axes X, Y, Z respectively. 
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Let AB be any straight line fixed in space and that the direction cosines of AB 
with respect to the moving axes X, Y, Z at any point O can be designated by 
cos a, cos £, cos Y respectively. Let R be the projection of R on AB. Hence, 
R - > - > -* . = u cos a + vcos £ + wcos r 
As the set of moving axes moves along the space curve at unit velocity, the posi-
tions of the moving axes have changed. The space vector R may have also varied. 
Differentiating R with respect to s, we have 
3£ = 4 f c°s * + -#-«*<• * ̂ TF~ «** 
- Z- sen oi • - ^ - zr. s;n&'-^&- - w-sinY- ^ — — ( B - l ) 
Since AB is any fixed line in space, let it be so chosen that the moving axis OX 
coincides with it at point O. Thus 
' QL = 0 
\ P = 7p/2 — — — — — — (B-2) 
y = 7̂ 2 
/3 is the angle between AB and OY of the moving axes, d/3/ds expresses the angu-
lar speed with which the XY plane rotates about the Z axis as the set of moving 
axes moves along the space curve at unit velocity. Using the symbol d for angle 
dfl * « 
of rotation as in the previous discussions, we can replace the term -jr by-jr~. 
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d y 
Similarly, the term-r— expresses the angular speed with which the ZX plane is 
rotating about the Y axis and can be replaced by - -=-^. The negative sign was 
used because this rotation diminishes the angle between the fixed line AB and the 
moving axis OY. Substituting this new term and Equations (B-2) into Equation (B-1), 
we have 
dR 
x + dtf du -• z 
= — - v •• w 
ds ds ds ds 
dfrf 
"> JL (B-3) 
Two more equations similar to Equation (B-3) can be obtained if we choose 
the fixed line AB to coincide with axes OY and OZ respectively. We have 











\ dS ds 
*v* T? d<t>n + ^ d.4>% 
— -1A. dS ds 
(B-4) 
It has been explained in the previous discussions that d# /ds represents the com-
ponent of curvature of the space curve projected on the,ZX plane. Let this 
component of curvature be denoted by K . Similarly, let the component of curva-
zx 
ture on the ZY plane be denoted by K and the twist of the curve be denoted by 













CZ + -iv- K zx 
-"'Kzy+'-U-Tg (B-5) 
ds 
VL . Kzx + ir< K 2? 
Suppose that the moving axes X, Y, Z are connected to an arbitrary set of 
















In Relations (B-6), 1 , 1 , 1 are the direction cosines of the fixed axis X'referred 
X & o 
to the instantaneous position of the moving axes X, Y, Z, and so on. Hence the 
direction cosines are functions of s. 
In order to utilize the results of Equations (B-5), one conceives now that 
' - > 
the space vector R being a non-varying unit vector in the direction of the fixed axis 
X (Figure 34). Since R , R , R are projections of the non-varying unit vector 
x y z 
* 
Similar relations have been obtained by Kelvin and Tait [35], and Routh [36]. 
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on the fixed line AB when AB is chosen to coincide with the directions of X, Y, Z 
respectively, R , R , R do not change with respect to s. Hence 
dR 
x 
ds = 0 
dR 
ds 
JL -= 0 
dT = ° 
(B-7) 
Moreover, it is observed that in Equations (B-5), 
<U. = ji • Jl, j 
<r a* <L • JL* > 
cis dts xi ^ d.s 
dv*'__ X. <£^z 
oLS oLs 
to—**'*-* > 6fe - *Ls 
Thus considering the space vector R being a non-varying unit vector in the X -
direction, one reduces Equations (B-5) to the following form: 
dS ^2 * ̂ 2 £3 < K.ZX 
{'TG-'s'Kzv-if't*-
^ ^ S -X-r&zX •: £* 
Similarly considering the space vector R being a non-varying unit vector in 
Y-direction, we have 
JTT ~^ ̂ ~, d- *£ — ~T dL???/ 
^=3'™, > -aT-f'-.^s 
—* ~^ /^/rs^ "^ d7T?i 
5?= 7%z,, j&^T.dzfi? 
a L3 d$ ^ at s 
and 
f elm, 
cLS = *z2- % - 7nfKez 
* -^=*3'Kzs-"*/*% US 
4^3 = mrKz% ~
m2'Kw 
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And considering the space vector R being a non-varying unit vector in the Z -
direction, we have 
-U_ = ' - £ •. 72, ? 
1 %h= -k.-TLt j 
1*t 
dv^^ J£* Alh 
oLH> dL-S 
- ^*^ ; 4?=-^ <*s <L7l3 
and 





= ^3'KZy- *,'*% 
= 7irKz% - nZ'K>z% 
<B-10) 
When a beam is bent and twisted, the forces acting on the face of a cross-
section can be resolved into the following six forces and moments acting at the 
centroid of the cross-section, namely, 
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'Fz-SJvi**** > J*z--5y-<V'Gz)**<*y 
V*=n%zd*dh(• ' <M3-ff-(z-ez)d**3 
y* ={f%:ZdxcLyj rtz -ff(x-*fyz-y'%ez)<*z*y 
(B-l l) 






+*X Cee^--ir;fe r 
y < « 
3 - * -
Figure 35. Coordinate Systems for A Bent and Twisted Box Beam. 
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In Equation (B-ll) , F is the resultant axial force, positive if in tension. V and 
V are the resultant shear forces along the X and Y axes respectively, positive if 
acting in the positive directions of these axes. M and M are bending moments 
about the X and Y axes respectively, their positive directions are indicated in 
Figure 35b. M is the twisting moment about the Z-axis, its positive direction z 
is according to the right-hand rule. 
The external forces applied to the portion of the beam between sections 
drawn through points P and P in Figure 35a can be resolved to a force and a 
moment acting at P. Let V , V , F be the components of the resultant external 
force per unit length of the centroidal axis, and M , M , M be the components of 
the resultant external moment per unit length of the centroidal axis. Now that 
the forces applied to the portion of the beam between sections drawn through P 
and P balance the internal resisting forces and moments acting on the two cross-
sections . Let S denote the difference of the value of any quantity belonging to the 
section through P compared to the value belonging to the section through P. Let 
X, Y, Z be the coordinate axes of any point on the centroidal axis, the Z-axis is 
taken always to be tangent to the centroidal axis, the X and Y axes are respectively 
the primary and the secondary bending axes of the cross-section. At P the axes 
X, Y, Z will take the positions X, Y, Z and at P they will take the positions X , 
Y , Z . Also let the axes X, Y, Z be referred to an arbitrary set of fixed axes 
X', Y', Z' in space by the orthogonal scheme as shown in Relations (B-6) (see 
Figure 35). 
Considering the equilibrium of forces in the X -direction (TF , = 0), we 
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have, when assuming P and P are only at a small distance apart (see Figure 36), 
+ <.rrz*'*FzXJli+%JLi)-Fz.ji3i-j <%-Xj+l%-Jit+ri-£jyd*-e 
(B-12) 
Figure 36. Free Body Diagrams of A Bfcnt and Twisted Box Beam. 
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Dividing the left hand side of the above equation by <*s and taking the limit as 
os-»0, we have, when neglecting higher order terms, 
+ -fr A + pz -fr + ̂ -J U*vx *At-Vy^Fz)<"]=° 
^r-ZT+v* cts + xf-uT + v3 ds x* ' ~ds + tz ^J 
+ (£,V%+ £2^1 + A
Fz) = ° — (B-13) 
Since the set of axes X', Y', Z ' is an arbitrary set of axes in space, we can assume 
the axes X', Y', Z ' to be coincident with X, Y, Z. Thus 1 = 1 , 1 = 0, 1 = 0. 
J. di O 
Also, from Equation (B-8), we have 
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dS — ^ 2 ' ^Z - -*3 ' f^-ZX = ° 
'"dT = -*s • * * » - - 4 * ̂  - ~ ^t 
^f-3 = A ' ^z* - ^2 • * *y = * z r 
Substituting these results into Equation (B-13) we have 
-flU& _ 1^ . Tz + F% . K• + j £ _ o • (B-14) 
Considering the equilibrium of forces in the Y' direction (EF , = 0), we 
have 
f 14 +S"J£X^,*$7n,)- 14-77?, * f vv + $V*i)(mt* ify)-lAj-^z 
S+Ss 
(?z + SFzy^+tt^-Fz'7*3+}(Vz n^y^m^^7ff3)ds=o 
^-m*. ^jw^^^-^^^^ 
+ -J*'*** + FZ• -ff3* Jij(y*™,*"fy^t + FZ'^3)^]-
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-7*7• -dUk -h IC <*m' +- Trt cWv / -is- oLTflz , -m oLFz , c„ cLM$ 
•+-(v%'7nt+ Vy-m?* Wi'Tft^) = o 
Since by choosing X', Y', Z ' to coincide with X, Y, Z, we have m = Oj m = 1, 
m = 0. And from Equations (B-9), 
o 
f-^-^.-SS-^./CM - -Vz 
4 -s3%*-™3-X**-mi-'rz -
^-WrKtt-ni'Xett = - K I. dS W 
Thus 
dVs ^^t-^-iC,^ K, = ^s r "%r <~z ^Z' ^ Z y ^ "J (B-15) 
Considering the equilibrium of forces in the Z -direction (£F , = 0), we 
z 
have 
(K + *KX*i + Snl)~\z.^+cfy+*i4Xni.fnt-)^1£. & • * * 
3-f-SS 
+ (Ft* S^)(7l3^Tl3) - ^-77? +f ( Vx7l,^.7lt *A.*,) r f s 
2 f(s)CLS^O 
Lim 
L *s ^s ^s f ^ "Ss~ ^i^—ni + F-.J-Ss^o  5S . 5 s .*« ^r^-ST -fi^-^^^r'-ff3 
sS-^5s 
3T.J, ('l4:-7t/ + ̂ - 7Z 2 v^ .7Z 3 ) r f s 7 = 
«•* J. ods « ^ s 
^C^-TZ, -/- Vj,.nt+Fz.7ld 
Since n_ = 0, n = 0, n = 1 when X', Y' Z' are coincident with X, Y, Z. And 
i. A O 
from Equation (B-10), we have 
•ar - ^2 - ̂  - my K2% ='- it:** 
1 izf*- nyKZy-nr"t:z - JC 




d££+yy'Kzy-V%-K%z+ Fz-o (B-16) 
Next, consider the equilibrium of moments about the X -axis (EM , = 0) 
in the following manner: 
a) Projecting the moment vectors M , M , M at sections through P and 
P 2 : 
(M% + SrtxM, + 3It)-Mx%+CMi + SMvXiz* $J£Z) 
-"•3-4* + CMt + iMitffaiJtz)- MZ-JL, 
= Mx-i£,+ ZM%.JLl + *M%'iJlli-Mv.£,-M1C'Jl, 
-h M^ j>£t + 2Mj.Jt2+ SMj'^+My-Jz-Mx-lz 
-h Mz - £Jts + iMz .£3 + i>Mz .5*3 -*• Mz -A5 -Mz '^3 
= Mx- $>JLf$tfx -JL, + My iJLf, + Z>Mrl2 + Mi&3+$MZ. A 
b) Taking moment about the X'-axis, for the components of V and (V + 
o V ) on to the Z '-direction. Here, we assume the coordinates of P are x, y, z 
x 
and the coordinates of P are x = x +Sx, y = y +Sy, z = z +dz when referred 
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to the axesX' , Y ' , Z ' . 
(Vx+SVKXn,* ZTltYy+Zy)- Vx'7Lr*f 
= %L-nry+ •vx-$nr'Lj+ $vX'7iry+£v'*'£Kr'<j+vjt-itrSy 
+ VX'%nr$y+ $VSC'H,<1>ij+ SVK - $n, • $y- iAz'~nry 
= cSvYVx-Zn,* $T^'^+ (S^y^ri^) 
-ht-yyCsv^-rij-h Vx.§n +zv^.gn,] 
Taking moment about X-ax is for components of V and (V +Sv ) onto the Y -
direction, 
(i<b + $ ty:)(m,i- Sm,Yz + %z) + (Vzw, - z) 
•== -v^?n/z-^^/'Z-$^7nrz-^vi'$^rz-V^'77t/'Sz 
— Vjc'Snj'Sz - SVyTTtf- &z - Sv^'i-m{'5z v- v^-iit/'Z 
- -(^(v^-^^iv^Tn^^C^Cyi'Tr?,) 
— (Z)(5V^'7n,+ Vx'S-m,* iV^^m,) 
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c) Taking moment about X-axis for the components of V and (V +Sv ) 
onto the Z-direction, 
(Tfa+svyXnz+snzx<9.+ gif)- Vv^z-v 
+ (^XSVy'Tlz itV*rS'iLt+ 2vy-$rtz) 
Taking moment about X-axis for the components of V and (V +SV) onto the 
Y-direction, 
— Cvz,+ $v^)(rnti-§7nd(z+$z)+Vy'vnz'Z 
= -(%zXVy$mz+ $v^-7nz)-(%zXVy-?nz) 
-(zX$^-Wz+Vfj-Stilz+-$Vj'Sm£) 
d) Taking moment about X -axis for the components of F and (F + $F ) 
z z z 
onto Z -direction, 
C^z t $Ft)(ns+.$7i3X<t+ Syy- Fz-rirlf. 
= (%iyFz'%7l3+ $fz'7?3)+ (%yX7l3-Fz) 
•h (VXSFz - 7l3 + Fz • $Tl3 + $FZ -$71S) 
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Taking moment about X -axis for the components of F and (F + S F ) onto the 
z z z 
Y-direction, 
- Cfz + S^ZX?7?3'+ 'S7n3Y.Z + SZ) -h FZ .7T]3 - Z 
=• -c$z)(rz-$-m3+ SFz'Trti)- c2z)(rz>7773} 
- <zXS?Z''rts + ft'S-ms* Sfz>$m3) 
e) Taking moment about x'-axis for the components of the external loads 
V , V , F onto the Z '-direction. x y z 
/-s+Ss 
J [(^dL*Yn,)+ (^ cisXn2) + C^cLsXnsVte-y,) 
^s+Ss 
Here x , y , z , denote the coordinates at P and x, y, z denote those at any point 
on the centroidal axis. Taking moment about X '-axis for the components of the 
external loads V , V , F onto the Y '-direction, we have 
x y z 
~SfS6 
- \ Ifife^s )(mt)+ (T%ds)C7riz)+ (FzcLsyTn^yz-Zf) 
,sfSs 
" j CZ-z^Crn^ + TrtzYy + 7r?3-Vz)ds 
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f) Projecting the external moment vectors M , M , M onto the X -direction, 
pS+Ss 
\(Mz-Ai.+ Mi-Ai + Frz-Jl3')cL* -'s 
Summing up all the terms in the equation SM , = 0 , we have 
X 
+($y)(vxZnl+Svxny(%yYvx^ 
- (Sz)Cv%$w,+5vx-rriy($zXVvm^- (2)[§> vx7nf+v^-^m, + 2vx • SmJ 
-(Sz)(V<f - Sn?2+SiS'7*gy-(8zXT$.7rtj>)-(z)[ST$ -•mz+T%'Srnz+$T$ -§WZ] 
+ (SyXfz-Sn5+Sft.n3)+ay)(/i.ri$+f^ 
- ( S z J ( > 2 - ^ - ^ ^ ^ 
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.s+Ss 
[(y-y,j(*i Vx+nzV3 + nzFz)- (z^(nt}l^n^% +m3'T$)]ds 
S+otS 
+ \ (M%.Xl+M'irJLt+ Mz-Js)cLs• — o 
Divide both sides of the above equation by §S, and pass to a limit by diminishing 
§s indefinitely. Meanwhile, one chooses the arbitrary fixed axes X', Y', Z' to 
coincide with the axis X, Y, Z at P. Thus one can write x = 0, y = 0 , z = 0 and 
\ " \ 
X2 = ° h- ° 
m = 0 m2= 1 m 3 = 0 
n 1 = 0 n2 = 0 n3 = X 
One observes now that all terms multiplying by x, y or z will vanish and when 
using the results of Equations (B-8), we have 
Lim 
§s->0 
r My-SJL, + SMy-A, y- Afr-Slgf $Mfl.J*+ Mz-£j3 *SAfc-A 7 
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= *v-gf + ̂ ^^r^#^^#^f ,£ 3 
= M%ar*z-4Kzz)+ # t^Ctf*:** -4-
Tz)+"z(4*&*i**j) 
= -*& - A*» • r z + MZ • JC^ 
Since X and Y axes are normal to the arc length ds and the Z-axis is tangent to 
ds , hence 
1 Ss>o § s ds ° 
d^tru 
5s+o ss ĉ s 
Ss*° 2s = "Ss" " ' 
Furthermore, 
r X^rrt CSvWz'Sn,* SVz.7Z,)t CSvYT&'n,) 
§s->o § s 
= feff)/^^^^ 
&m. (S*y(V*-$*i + SVb-n*) t CSv)(lft-7lA = a 
<^TL (SvYFz'Srtt + ̂ fz'^-tCS^CFz.rta^ = 0 
r zbfrL. _ cs^nr^^/ ^ ^ ^ / ) f r ^ z y ^ ^ / ) 
" (fe-|llfe^S^S«^"fc ̂ '̂ '̂  - * 
2$+o $s 
=(ito-W)[^ 
V. = (s£-§t&te-tos + ̂ -n£]-j&rz-™3-f2 - <=> 
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Lim / r _ — 
i2-Z,)t™rV%+mt'TAj + 7riz.Fz)]de> = o 
and 
s+Ss 
= rt%-£, + M-y-J.^^ rti^ J23 — M« 
Thus, the equilibrium equation for EM / = 0 is reduced to the following form: 
-^T-M^Tz •+Mz-Kzz-V3 + Mx = °— <B~1 7) 
Considering the equilibrium of moments about the Y '-axis (EM , - 0), one 
shall obtain 
M'X'^?Tit + ^M^'771, + M-y-Smz + SM^-TTlz 
+ Mz-5m3 + £MZ -7^3 + c$z)(VvSlf *• § V*'2, ) 
•/• (SzXVvA)+ CZXSifc -Jlf + lfc-'H,+.Svk,'S£,) 
- (SzXVk-S*** 3fy'*t) -cS*X^'Kf) 
- (*X2v*.-7i,+ V^'Sn, + Sib.Sn,y-&*)(Tfy-&z+ SVjj'&z) 
- (2*)cvy-7it+svy--nzj- c^xXy*f'n2)-(^C^'^2 
+ vjr3nz + 3KrSnt ) y. (3%)fo.3Jl3+ 2F2-S43) 
+ ($z)(F%4{) + CZ}(SFL.JIS + FZ. SJlz + SFz '2Jl3) 
- (S*)(FZ-5*3+ S/*.Sn3)-(SxX^z'ni) 
- (%)(SFz'7z3+ Fz- $n3+ §Fz-Sn3) 
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-(x-z,)Ci£<n,i- l$-7zz + rz.n3)]<*s 
.Sfcte 
-hi CW%-™-,+ W^.rriz + MZ'7n3 )ds = o 
By dividing both sides of the above equation by § s and taking the limit as § s 
approaches to zero, while at the same time choosing X', Y', Z'to coincide with 
X, Y, Z respectively, we have, when using the results of Equations (B-9), 
J" M±.Smt + 
OL 
Lim [ x $Tn,+ SMym, + My§mz+$rf<i7i72+tfz'$7713+§rtz'7rtz\ 
— H , dtn, cLHx m , M CLTTIT. , d^h^ >rf .d^3 , dMz , ^ 
= Mxo*?%-m3-ibz)+-Mv(MyKZv-n^^ 
rfz(Tn,iC>zz - 7TLZ < Kzif) 
~ -^-"*'KM*+'***'*% 
im \CUW*-SA, + $Vz-&^ + ($z)(Vz-JL,)} 






^ J T \ (Mx'7*!*"? rnz + t^2 - "Ms)' ds 
— ^ V ^/ + ^ ' T^I + rfo - mi = M 
The rest of the terms are equal to zero. Thus the equilibrium equation TM , - 0 
is reduced to the following form: 
' ^ - " « • / £ * * + *k- vrz + v%+rti-o 
(B-18) 
Finally, by considering th€! equilibrium of moments about the Z -axis 




•K$*XV%-$7n, + 5Vic-7n,}+ (SxKvjc-Tn,) 
t 
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+ (zX%V%-*i,+ VJL'Sm,* §^- Sn^-CSiXifaSlsSV^-A,) 
(SnXYx-A,}- c^€^^A;^%^-hSi&'SJi^ 
+ -($%KVjt'$ini + $V^7n$+ (SnfrCV^' Triz^ 
+ *{Sl%-™z+lfy'S7r!2*5lfy:Snz*) 
- (SiXvy-siz* Jvcj'Jlz) - GyXq-Ay-fyXfty'tg) 
i-VJr$42 + 3VJ) -S^)* (SvYF* 57ri3 +3FZ '*b)*a*Xfz.7fi) 
^^Y5/2-^5^.^9^^^^J)-^x>^.^/^^5) 
~ (*v)(ri-A£ - W2r*:Jl* +F*'SJi3 + &*z • SJt3) 
/-5/-5S 
^ / f c - * / ^ - ^ 
J ( rf%'K, + M^-7lz+ M~z-7l3")dLs = O 
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Again, divide both sides of the above equation bySs and take the limit asSs -+0. 
Choosing the axes X', Y ' , Z"' to coincide with X, Y, Z respectively and using the 
results of Equations (B-10), we have 
him I M* ' S71' + ^M%'71/ -t M^' SiTtt +, $^'nz+rfz-$*3+Srfz''n3\ 
§s->oi •$*" J 
= ^ - ^ f •+&•*. +"i-j&+j&--«i 
cts Us D 
= Mx-CnfTz-Ttykkz") +rtj'{q5-
x:n —**'%!> 
+ Mz.(n, -Kzx - 7tt.Ktf) + ^ 
= dg?_ M*. Kz% + M-r Kzy 
dLs 
i r S i $ s Lim l \ y — — — v . 
£s->0 - - s 
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M%- n, •/- M-g --rii + Mz-7L$ = ^ 
The rest of the terms vanish. The equilibrium equation £M ,= o is thus reduced 
z 
to the following form: 
ds - M% - Kn +My$CJH+ *i (B-19) 
Equations (B-14) through (B-19) are the equilibrium equations* for a bent 
and twisted beam in space. These equations are conveniently grouped in the 
following manner: 
(-^t-^i-% + Fz- Kzxt- V% = 
J*gf + vx.Tb.-rg:K„ + t$ = o 
d.Fz ^-hVTKz1j-V%-lC2X+Fz = ° 
*&* -M^°tz +MZ.KZ% -1$ +M%-o 
urf* 
us -Mz-KM+MlL-tb + Vx r M~.-o 
\^'-rf^'lCzx i-Ms'*** +Hz = * 
(B-20) 
These equations are referred to as Kirchhoffs equilibrium equations. See 
Reissner [37] and Love [38]. 
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APPENDIX C 
Lateral-Tor si onal Buckling of Beams of Narrow 
Rectangular Cross-Section 
The case of lateral-torsional buckling of narrow rectangular beam, in 
which the effect of primary bending curvature is considered, had been solved by 
Neal. In his paper [5], Neal presented the solution without showing the develop-
ment which led to his equation. In the following discussion, a detailed derivation 
of his equation is given. It has been shown in Article 2 of Chapter IV that this 





M % M? —.-ZL-.sLsL 
-^•o-î M £Ixy ZZ 
Mo - r




Differentiating Equation (C-2) with respect to z, we have 
dftf*. - M(I- £T* ) <*Kzx (C-4) 
Substituting Equation (C-l) into (C-4), 
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<*H _ /> _ £ / r y ^ * w _//- £Ik)(J2L\d<L (C-5) 
Substituting Equation (O3) into (C-5), 
c / ^ Z 3
 ( / E1%KEIX-£I.)'dZ
 l / £2x^£IyJ 
dZ*^U £TXX[ £IXX £ZyC,) *•* 
Using the expressions 







j£L 4-a-A-xj-ed- p ^
l
r -^-
dZ* EX*j • Ct cL% 
= o (C-7) 
Assuming that the value of EIx is relatively large when compared to the values of 
1' 
' (1-A) > 0 
(1 -B)>0 <C-8) 
EI and C.,, we have 
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Let 
o t = a - A ) ( / ^ ) - - ^ 7 r > o (C-9) 
•ExyH 
Equation (C-7) then becomes 
- # T + *' - # • • - O — — — (C-10) 
dz3 dz 
The auxiliary equation of Equation (C-10) is 
3 
P + « P = 0; 
giving the roots p = 0 , p = tv a, and p = - i m Thus the general solution of 
i. Li O 
Equation (C-10) can be written as follows 
4>- Are-
M > A2e.-^ 
Here the constant Aq represents a rigid body rotation which is equal to zero, since 
we do not consider the beam to have rigid body movements. Hence 
& = Ac^ + Az-e' 
= (A,+ Az)c:os V5L Z -t CA,""A2)^n J3L-Z 
Substituting a new constant A for A + A and A for A - A , we have 
<̂> =» A,cos VS-Z + A2 S i n 7 ^ * 2 





 0* we have 
A l = 
= 0 
rt = A 2 snWa-z 
Using the boundary condition ' 1 , we have 
I Z ~ L 
0 = A sinVa-L 
u 
For a non-trivial solution, A must not equal to zero. Thus 
sin A£L = 
The smallest root of Equation ( O i l ) is 
^ • L « i r 
VS.-S-
Substituting Equation (C-9) into (C-12), we have 





M,n == JL. / f*tf
 Cl . - — (C-13) 
This is the equation obtained by Neal [5]. With further rearrangements, Equation 
(C-13) becomes 
J a- A X / - ay / Lz ' 
And 
fc) = 
V 1<i /CJL 
Z—:l'EJrc' — - ( c - 1 5 ) 
V'U Ty.tfw / (I-AX/-6) 
It is to be noted that although Equations (C-14) and (C-15) are derived for 
narrow rectangular beams, they are also applicable to box beams in which there 
is no warping resistance. At the end of Article 2 of Chapter II, it has been shown 
that a box section has no warping resistance under either of the conditions: 
b t =b.t 
w f f w 
b t =b_t. 
WW f f 
In each case Equations (C-14) and (C-15) are applicable. 
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